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“An invaluable resource.”—William Sears, MDThe premature birth of a baby is both a medical
and family crisis. Within the pages of this comprehensive guide, parents will find compassionate
support, practical suggestions for coping and adjusting, and advice that empowers them to
handle an array of emotions.

...An exemplary book.... -- Marshall Klaus, MD, and Phyllis Klaus, MFT, co-authors of Bonding...I
was particularly grateful to see the chapter that addresses the often ignored aspects of
fatherhood layed bare.... -- Brian S. Carter, MD, FAAP, Associate Prof. of Pediatrics, Division of
Neonatology, Vanderbilt Univ Medical Center...It's an invaluable resource. -- William Sears,
M.DA beautifully written book.... -- Deborah Campbell, MD, FAAP--Professor of Clinical
Pediatrics, Albert Einstein College of MedicineDirector of Neonatology at Children's Hospital at
MontefioreA beautifully written, deeply felt, testimony and resource for the ever growing number
of preterm parents.... -- Heidelise Als, PhD, (Psychologist), Harvard Medical School and
Children’s Hospital BostonA wealth of wise counsel and heart-wrenching, insightful quotes from
experienced mothers and fathers. -- Helen Harrison, author of The Premature Baby BookAt
every stage of the emotional journey there is both validation and practical advice. -- Anne Casey,
Founder, preemie-lI heartily recommend this book to parents of new preemies and to parents of
older children. -- Allison Martin, Preemie Child, Prematurity.orgShould be at every preemie
parent’s bedside. -- Dianne I. Maroney, RN, MSN Former NICU nurse, Co-author of Your
Premature Baby and Child, Psychiatric/Mental Health Clinical Nurse Specialist, mother of a
premature infantThe perfect tool for welcoming your premature baby. I recommend it as a must
read! -- Mollee Olenick, Pregnancy.org --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.From the PublisherWhile each family’s journey is unique, all parents of premature babies
encounter many of the same hopes, fears, joys, sorrows, struggles, and triumphs. In addition to
the authoritative, in-depth text written by the authors, readers will appreciate the extensive
collection of stories and testimonials from parents who share their emotional journeys. No other
book will so thoroughly and sensitively guide parents along the path of parenting a premature
baby and child. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorDeborah
L. Davis, Ph.D. is a developmental psychologist and writer who specializes in the emotional
aspects of coping with crisis during pregnancy and infancy, and medical ethics and decision-
making during pregnancy and in the NICU. She is the author of several books for bereaved
parents and parents of premature babies and has written many articles for parents and
professionals. Mara Tesler Stein, Psy.D. is a clinical psychologist in private practice. She lives in
Chicago. Both authors specialize in the emotional aspects of crisis around pregnancy and
parenting, parent education, child development, and family-centered care. --This text refers to an



alternate kindle_edition edition.Excerpt. © Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.Excerpted from Parenting Your Premature Baby and Child: The Emotional Journey by
Deborah L. Davis and Mara Tesler Stein. Copyright © 2004. Reprinted by permission. All rights
reserved.An Unexpected JourneyWhen you find out you are pregnant, you are anticipating so
much more than just a baby. Along with your hopes for a healthy baby, you may have many
optimistic expectations for this pregnancy, the labor and delivery, and the newborn period. You
may start forming a picture of the expanded family you're creating and the future you're building.
Indeed, you imagine being a certain kind of parent to a certain kind of baby.When your
pregnancy ends prematurely, many of your hopes and expectations unravel. When your
newborn is confined to a neonatal intensive care unit (NICU), you miss many of the early
parenting experiences you were anticipating. Even after you bring your baby home, when your
infant is so tiny and vulnerable, the experience may not match the one you had envisioned.
Because your expectations about pregnancy, birth, and homecoming have been violated, having
a premature baby can feel bewildering, frustrating, saddening, even devastating. As your baby
grows, you may continue to be affected by the premature birth, whether or not your child
is.When your premature baby is born, you're not just experiencing a singular event, you're
embarking on a journey. Along the way, you relinquish old dreams, adjust to what is, and dream
new dreams. This process of grief and adjustment includes coping with your feelings, developing
your parental identity, and managing your relationships. But this journey of parenting your
preemie is a journey you probably didn't even know existed, one through uncharted territory. You
may feel entirely lost and unsure.This chapter establishes a base camp, offering you an
orientation, a map, and a compass to help you make your way along your journey. First, we offer
you the orientation that your baby's premature birth is a violation of your heartfelt expectations.
This critical understanding gives you a context in which your emotional reactions can make
sense to you, and then you can begin to grieve, cope, and adjust. Although this orientation
shows you your pain, it also starts you on a journey of healing and growth.Second, we'll provide
a map of the main tasks ahead of you: coping with feelings, developing your parental identity,
and managing your relationships. These tasks have always been a part of your life, but your
baby's prematurity puts your emotional, parenting, and social abilities to the test. Because each
parent's journey is unique, this map cannot show you precisely where you need to go or how to
get there. But it can be your guide, showing you the milestones, pitfalls, and pleasures you may
encounter, and offering suggestions and support as you determine your own speed, direction,
transportation, and the paths you take.Finally, since you are responsible for your own navigation,
we offer you a compass to guide you on your journey and to reorient you when you're feeling
lost. The needle of this compass points you toward the affirmation that parenting a premature
baby is a journey that's just as legitimate, worthy, and rewarding as parenting a full-term baby,
even though it's different from the experience you were counting on. Becoming a different kind of
parent to a different kind of child is full of unique challenges, certainly, but also full of unique joys
and opportunities for your own growth and development, as a parent and as a person.We offer



you this orientation, map, and compass so that you can go forth with faith in your ability to
prevail, hope for the future, and love in your heart for your child.When the Unexpected
HappensSix weeks into my pregnancy I started to bleed. ... I was devastated. Throughout the
next few weeks my doctors' appointments were not the happy events I had hoped for and
dreamed of in a pregnancy. -LaurenI was in a hospital bed with an IV in one hand, a blood
pressure cuff on the other arm, and a fetal monitor around my stomach. The TV was playing
ESPN's SportsCenter, and Joe was in a chair next to me. It was surreal-how did we get from one
place to another, an incredible high to this frightening low? -MindyWe'd seen the NICU on a tour
when I was first pregnant, and I had thought it was for the very sick, deformed children, babies
that weren't going to live. I told myself I would never be there. I'm going to have normal, healthy
children. Why wouldn't I? Everybody does-except those people, those poor, poor people. So
when I found myself in the NICU, I just couldn't believe it. -VickieThe day we left the hospital
without the baby, my husband and I sat on our sofa and sobbed all night long. We felt empty and
exhausted. We realized we had been in shock and still were. I was feeling great loss. I rely
heavily on tradition. I'm a planner. This was not how it was supposed to be, not how I had
planned it. -LauraWhether problems develop in the first, second, or third trimester of your
pregnancy, your expectations for a blissful pregnancy are shaken. But even though you are
shocked and distressed, you may still hold out hope for a timely, gentle delivery. When preterm
birth is imminent, your hopes and wishes for the delivery crumble, but you may still hold onto
your fantasies of a healthy baby. Then, when you see your baby, another layer of expectations
tumbles down. When a baby is born too soon, neither the baby nor the parents are ready.--This
text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.Read more
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Parenting a preemie takes its emotional toll on mothers and fathers. This book offers practical
tools to help parents take better care of themselves so they can take better care of their baby. It’s
an invaluable resource. —William Sears, M.D., co-author of The Premature Baby BookDeborah
Davis and Mara Tesler Stein have created a gentle and safe haven for the entire family to feel
through their prematurity experience. It is evident that the authors both deeply and sensitively
recognize all that is lost through this experience, but much more importantly, all that is gained. —
Liza G. Cooper, CSW, neonatal social workerWith a caring and compassionate voice, this book
guides parents through the complex and ever-challenging emotional journey of parenting a
premature infant. This book should be at every preemie parent’s bedside from the moment they
realize the possibility of the early birth of their infant. —Dianne I. Maroney, former NICU nurse,
co-author of Your Premature Baby and ChildOver the past seven years I have communicated
with thousands of parents coping with the intense emotions generated by the prematurity
journey, and I am overjoyed that they will benefit from this invaluable resource. —Allison Martin,
Preemie Child www.prematurity.orgWith great insight, understanding, courage, and empathy,
Debbie Davis and Mara Tesler Stein not only relate the story of life in and beyond the neonatal
intensive care unit (NICU), they enable thousands of parents to tell their own. —Brian S. Carter,
M.D., FAAP, associate professor of pediatrics, Vanderbilt University Medical CenterParenting
Your Premature Baby and Child: The Emotional Journey charts new ground in articulating the
complex experience of premature birth and its aftermath. The overall themes of grief and healing
resonate with both the authentic voices of parents and the depth of understanding and insight
that the authors bring to their work. At every stage of the emotional journey there is both
validation and practical advice. —Anne Casey, Preemie List www.preemie-l.orgWritten with
compassion and grounded in extensive research, The Emotional Journey is a comprehensive
guide to the tumultuous and varied emotions that attend the birth and growth of a premature
baby. I believe this book will be of enormous help to every parent caring for a baby born too early.
—Susan Madden author of The Preemie Parents’ CompanionIn my position as Pregnancy.org’s
founder and owner, I meet many parents who are dealing with and preparing for premature
babies. This book provides a complete and caring road map to guide parents in that preparation.
I recommend it as a must-read! —Mollee Olenick, Pregnancy.orgAs preterm birth rates rise and
high-tech medicine saves ever-more-vulnerable infants, a large and growing number of families
must cope with a new, traumatic form of parenthood. Davis and Stein present a comprehensive
examination of the emotional and practical issues confronting these families. The wealth of wise
counsel and heart-wrenching, insightful quotes from experienced mothers and fathers make this
book a must for high-risk expectant couples; parents of preterm infants and children; as well as
the friends, family members, and professionals who wish to help them. —Helen Harrison, author
of The Premature Baby BookParenting Your Premature Baby and Child: The Emotional Journey
is a small wonder. The voice of parents is present with great authenticity, as is the clarifying and
calming but never denying or saccharine voice of the authors. Among the many aspects touched
on that I most appreciated was the time devoted to listening and speaking to the father’s feelings



about their child, their wife and relationship, and themselves. —Ed Tronick, Ph.D., associate
professor of pediatrics and psychiatry, Harvard Medical School; chief, Child Development Unit,
Children’s Hospital, BostonNothing can replace the dreams stolen by premature birth, but this
book fills some of the aching, empty spaces. What a comfort this book will be to parents. When
the world seems dark, disorienting, and full of endless suffering, hearing someone articulate,
“Yes, this is crazy but you’re not” is a priceless gift. —Rochelle Barsuhn, author of Growing
Sophia: The Story of a Premature BirthInvariably, upon the birth of their premature child, parents
are warned that an “emotional roller-coaster” awaits them. Nothing can change the extraordinary
daily dramas that unfold in a neonatal intensive care unit, subjecting parents and babies alike to
a dizzying succession of devastating lows and euphoric highs. Boldly—and with remarkable
depth and insight—Deborah L. Davis and Mara Tesler Stein have written a book that will help
preemie parents navigate this harrowing path. What a noble accomplishment for Davis and
Stein, and what an enormous asset for parents of premature babies. —Elizabeth Mehren, author
of Born Too SoonAs a neonatologist who has had the privilege of caring for hundreds of
premature babies and their families, as a mother who lived and survived the premature birth and
death of a child, and as a teacher who will incorporate this book into the academic curriculum of
the neonatology trainees in my program, I applaud and laud Parenting Your Premature Baby and
Child: The Emotional Journey. —Deborah Campbell, M.D., FAAP, professor of clinical pediatrics,
Albert Einstein College of Medicine; director, Neonatology, Children’s Hospital at MontefioreThis
book reflects both authors’ experiences with the wide range of emotional reactions of parents
and families when they have a premature birth. Thanks to the authors for their seven-year effort.
It certainly shows up in the thorough, all encompassing, high quality of the book. —Dr. John H.
Kennell, M.D., Rainbow Babies & Childrens Hospital, co-author of BondingAn exemplary book.
Drs. Davis and Stein take parents step by step through not only those first difficult weeks and
months with their premature infant and child but also through the repeated developmental
hurdles of the childhood years. They sensitively integrate the emotional intricacies and day-to-
day realities that parents face. With wise, compassionate, and incredibly helpful suggestions,
the authors give solutions to many of the challenges parents confront. Caregivers and those who
support parents will also benefit by reading this book. — Marshall Klaus, M.D., and Phyllis Klaus,
MFT, co-authors of BondingParenting your Premature Baby and Child is a beautifully written,
deeply felt testimony and resource for the ever-growing number of preterm parents. This book is
full of knowledge, hope, wisdom, and reflection, and goes far beyond available books for
preterm parents. Davis and Tesler Stein are truly gifted; they connect deeply to the reader’s
humanity and capacity to nurture and care. A remarkable accomplishment that will guide the
field’s progress for many years to come! —Heidelise Als, Ph.D., (psychologist), Harvard Medical
School and Children’s Hospital, BostonIn this comprehensive volume Drs. Davis and Stein help
their readers navigate through the multifaceted and often complex journey of parenting a
preemie. They provide a skillful balance of informative text and helpful aides to facilitate
understanding, and help further the healing process. This fine work is destined to become a



classic. —Priscilla Hernandez Hacker, Ph.D.About the CoverWe were drawn to the image on this
cover because the tandem footprints reflect the journey you are on with your baby or babies. The
parent’s foot next to the child’s foot implies both the protectiveness and connection you
experience as you walk with your child on this emotional journey. Being in the sand, the image,
like the journey, includes both genders and all skin tones. Footprints are also evocative because
they are usually one of the first images recorded in baby books. However, we want to assure you
that we know that the baby footprint on the cover would completely engulf that of your baby at
birth and for months afterward. Especially if your baby is still hospitalized, we hope that when
you look at the cover you see hope for the future, when you and your growing child can make
your own footprints in the sand. And just now, as we write this, it is occurring to us that this image
perfectly coincides with the last heartfelt quote in Chapter 23. Like so many things about the
creation and production of this book, it is synchronicity and pure magic.Our warmest hugs and
wishes,Debbie and MaraText copyright © 2004 Deborah L. Davis, Ph.D., and Mara Tesler Stein,
Psy.D.All rights reserved. No part of this book may be reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or
transmitted in any form or by any means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or
otherwise, without written permission from the publisher.The information contained in this book,
although based on sound medical judgment, is not intended as a substitute for medical advice
or attention. Please consult your doctor or health care provider for individual professional
care.Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication DataDavis, Deborah L., 1955-Parenting your
premature baby and child: the emotional journey / Deborah L. Davis & Mara Tesler Stein.p.
cm.Includes bibliographical references.1. Infants (Premature) 2. Infants (Premature)--Care. 3.
Parent andchild. I. Tesler Stein, Mara. II. Title.RJ250.D38 2004618.92’011--
dc222003020284Printed in the United States of America0 9 8 7 6 5 4 3Editorial: Faith
Marcovecchio, Katie RaymondDesign: Ann W. DoudenCover photo: © Joe Bator/CorbisFulcrum
Publishing4690 Table Mountain Drive, Suite 100Golden, Colorado 80403 U.S.A.(800) 992-2908
• (303) 277-1623www.fulcrumbooks.comDedicationTo all the parents who contributed to this
book;To their children;To you and your childrenContentsAcknowledgmentsIntroductionChapter
oneAn Unexpected JourneyOrientationHopes and ExpectationsWhen the Unexpected
HappensMapA Different PathEmotional CopingDeveloping Your Parental IdentityManaging Your
RelationshipsCompassFinding Your Own WayThe Tapestry That Reflects Your Emotional
JourneyChapter twoGrief and AdjustmentWrestling with Opposing EmotionsThe Grieving
ProcessThe Trauma of Premature BirthThe Mosaic of LossesUnderstanding GriefCommon
Feelings of GriefShock and NumbnessSadnessPersistent WorriesYearningGuilt and
FailurePowerlessnessIsolationAngerEnvyFears about the FutureLonging for What Might Have
BeenCoping and HealingLet Your Grief FlowHave Realistic Expectations for Your GriefDwell on
Your BabyFind Ways to Feel Close to Your BabyTell Your StoryAccept the Support of Others,
However Clumsy It May SeemAccept That You and Your Partner Will Grieve DifferentlySeek
Professional CounselingChoose to Face Your Situation and to Not Let It Destroy Your LifeAllow
Yourself to Hold On to Some Hope for the FutureLook for the Treasure in AdversityMultiple Birth



and Multiple RealitiesRespect Your Own NeedsPoints to RememberChapter ThreeMoving
through Painful EmotionsMoving through Feelings of Failure, Incompetence, and
PowerlessnessMoving through Feelings of AngerVenting Anger ConstructivelyRecognizing Your
Anger’s TriggersMoving through GuiltTips for Letting Go of GuiltConsider the
CircumstancesRecognize the Limits of Your ControlReframe Your Feelings of
ResponsibilityAccept and Learn from Your MistakesAsk for ForgivenessMoving through
Vulnerability and FearPost-Traumatic Stress DisorderPersistent Numbness and Avoidance of
GriefGetting to the Bottom of Your GriefProfessional CounselingJournalingSpirituality and
ReligionPoints to RememberChapter fourEspecially for FathersGender and GriefIntuitive
Grievers, Instrumental GrieversDashers, Delayers, Displayers, and DoersAvoiding
GriefCommon Styles of Filing Grief AwayFather as Protector and the Utility and Cost of Filing
Grief AwayGetting in Touch with Fear, Powerlessness, and VulnerabilityKeeping Roles
FlexibleCouples and GriefPoints to RememberChapter fiveDelivering Too EarlyPregnancy
ComplicationsBed RestHolding On to Your SanityHolding On to YourselfWhen Delivery Is
InevitableDeliveryShock and FearExhaustionShifting FocusEmptinessSeparation from Your
BabySeeing Your Baby for the First Time in the NICUMother’s Hospital DischargeTips for
Coping with Separation from Your BabyA Father’s Special WorriesPoints to RememberChapter
sixPhysical RecoveryPhantom Feelings of PregnancyPostpartum AdjustmentBaby BluesRisk
Factors for a Difficult Postpartum AdjustmentTypes of Postpartum ReactionPostpartum Mood
ReactionsPostpartum Anxiety ReactionsPostpartum Thought ReactionsPostpartum Adjustment:
The Bottom LineTips for Coping in the Postpartum PeriodBreast Care for Breast-Feeding
MothersAdvantages of Breast Milk and Breast-FeedingThe MechanicsEstablishing Your Milk
SupplyStart Pumping as Soon as You CanExpect Small Amounts, Especially at FirstUnderstand
Engorgement—or Lack of ItPump Frequently and CompletelyLearn the Procedures for
Sterilizing Equipment and Storing Your MilkOvercoming Challenges to Breast-FeedingBe
PersistentUse the Best Pump You CanFind the Routine and Rituals That Work for YouSeek Help
for Nipple or Breast PainCauses of Nipple or Breast PainRecognize the Effects of Diet on Your
Breast MilkEnhancing Your Milk SupplyStay HydratedAvoid Milk-Tainting SubstancesEat Well,
Exercise, Rest, and RelaxBreast Care When You Aren’t Breast-FeedingRecovery from
Cesarean DeliveryUterine HealingPerineal CareThe Postpartum CheckupSex and
ContraceptionFatigueCauses of FatigueTips for Reducing FatigueSleepNutrition and
ExerciseRecognize the Pitfalls of DietingLearn New Eating PatternsSubstitute Exercise for
DietingFit Exercise into Your Everyday LifeRecognize the Emotional Benefits of ExerciseAccept
Your BodyRelaxationReleasing Muscle TensionImageryMusicLaughterOther Relaxing
ActivitiesComplementary MedicinePoints to RememberChapter sevenAcclimating to the
NICUWarming UpGetting OrientedThe Growth of Developmentally Supportive CareA Short
History of NICU CareCoping with the Technology-Centered NICUJoining Your Baby’s Health
Care TeamForming Relationships with Medical StaffValuing Your Own ContributionsValuing the
Staff’s Contributions—and Knowing They Value YoursBeing InformedThe Benefits of Being



InformedEmpowermentReassuranceMasteryTeamworkUncertainty and Fear
ManagementConfidence BuildingThe Challenges of Being InformedSources of
InformationCommunicating with Medical StaffBridging Communication BarriersInformation
OverloadInterpersonal ConflictsDiffering PerspectivesLimits on InformationAdvocating for Your
BabyServing the Best Interests of Your ChildBeing There for Medical ProceduresWatching Over
Multiple PreemiesDealing with RegretsPoints to RememberChapter eightBecoming a Parent in
the NICUWanting to Feel Like a ParentEmbracing Your Intense EmotionsClaiming Your Parental
IdentityFinding PrivacyDealing with Your Own Medical HurdlesFacing Your FearsBalancing Fear
and AngerNegotiating the Medical Barriers in the NICUTips for Overcoming BarriersFeeling
Displaced by Your Baby’s Health Care ProvidersBuilding Confidence in Your Ability to Take Care
of Your BabyParenting from a DistanceMaking the Most of Your PresenceMaking the Most of
Your AbsencesBaby DiariesRecognizing the Importance of Your PresenceSpreading Yourself
among Multiple BabiesGaining ConfidenceManaging Your RegretsPoints to RememberChapter
nineDeveloping a Relationship with Your Baby in the NICUEnjoying Your BabyBondingHow
Premature Birth Affects BondingBonding during CrisisCharacteristics of BondingBonding Is a
ProcessBonding Has Peak MomentsBonding Is FlexibleBonding Is ResilientKangaroo CareThe
Benefits of KangarooingThe Emotions of KangarooingArranging to Kangaroo Your BabyInfant
MassageCobedding for MultiplesFeeding IssuesFormula FeedingStaying with Your Decision to
Feed FormulaChanging Your Mind and Deciding to Breast-FeedSwitching Back from Breast Milk
to FormulaBreast-Feeding (and Pumping)Meeting the Challenges of Breast-Feeding in the
NICUWaiting and StockpilingIntake and Weight GainSupplementation and Bottle-
FeedingProviding Breast Milk without Breast-FeedingIf You Must Stop Providing Breast
MilkFeeding Multiple BabiesBecoming Attuned to Your BabyReading Infant Behavioral
StatesReading Other Physical CuesEngaging Your BabyFollow Your Baby’s LeadHonor Your
Baby’s Attempts to Moderate StimulationProtect Your Baby from Overwhelming or Unpleasant
StimuliProvide the Kinds of Touch, Sounds, and Other Stimuli That Soothe and Sustain Your
Baby’s InterestPoints to RememberChapter tenThe Roller-Coaster NICU
ExperienceWaitingWaiting with UncertaintyWaiting with UnpredictabilityWaiting with Your
BabyBalancing Hopes and FearsWhen Your Health Care Teammates Dash Your HopesWhen
Hope Shines More BrightlyWhen Hope Changes DirectionMultiple Realities–Multiple Roller
CoastersMaking Comparisons in the NICUWhen Other Preemies DieWhen Other Preemies Go
HomeWhat to Remember about ComparisonsMaking Life-and-Death Decisions in the
NICUParental Decision Making in the “Gray Zone”Dealing with the UncertaintiesWrestling with
Guilt and Second ThoughtsDecisions about Long-Term CareThe Extended NICU StayPoints to
RememberChapter elevenWhen a Baby DiesGrieving a Baby’s DeathAn Overview of the
Grieving ProcessRealistic Expectations for Your GriefAnniversary ReactionsAnticipatory
GriefMultiple Realities and GriefCoping with GriefAccepting Your Need to GrieveIdentifying the
Feelings You Are ExperiencingEmbracing Your Need to Dwell on Your BabyPursuing Those
Things That Help You CopeHaving Faith That Eventually You Will Feel BetterAffirming Your



BabyBeing with Your BabyBringing a Dying Baby HomeKeepsakesRitualsNamingBurial or
CremationServicesHealingMaking Peace with Difficult DecisionsDecision PointsThe Illusion of
ControlRegrets about InterveningSecond Thoughts about Refusing InterventionGaining
Perspective on the Decision to Let GoPoints to RememberChapter twelveDischarge and
HomecomingTransferring Back to Your Local HospitalThe Transition to Discharge: Practicing
CareGaining Confidence in Your Caregiving AbilitiesCoping with Imminent DischargeDischarge
with Medical Equipment ... or WithoutMonitorsMedical Devices and EquipmentCoping with Your
Baby’s Ongoing Medical NeedsFinding a PediatricianFinding Caregivers You Can TrustAttitudes
toward Sharing CareMaking Room for Other CaregiversDischarge with Multiple
BabiesHomecoming, at LastThe Emotional FalloutFeeling UnsettledDropping Your Emotional
GuardHaving Patience with Your GriefPoints to RememberChapter thirteenSettling in at
HomeYour ReorientationLiberation—and AnxietyResponsibility—and Fears of InadequacyAnger
—and ReclamationReclamation—and ConfidenceYour Baby’s ReorientationReorientation with
MultiplesEnjoying Your BabyMixed Feelings about Your BabyYour Dynamic Bond with Your
BabyYour Baby’s Attachment to YouGetting in Tune with Your Growing BabyResponding to Your
Baby’s CuesUsing a Basic-Needs ListEncouraging Attachment in the Face of
DiscomfortJuggling the Needs of MultiplesPoints to RememberChapter fourteenMeeting
Caregiving Challenges at HomeCoping with Feelings of VulnerabilityVulnerability and Preemie
Parenthood100Acknowledging the RisksSeparating Real from Imagined ThreatsThe Medically
Fragile BabyIsolation as a Protective Strategy—and Its EffectsTips for Coping with
IsolationFeeding IssuesBreast-FeedingGiving Up the PumpYour Baby’s Weight GainManaging
the Needs of a Medically Fragile or Technology-Dependent BabyCoping with Chronic
Respiratory ComplicationsCoping with Feeding Complicationscoming home from the nicu with a
feeding tubeMaking the Gastrostomy Tube DecisionAddressing Other Feeding
IssuesRehospitalizationCoping with RehopitalizationPoints to RememberChapter
fifteenBecoming the Kind of Parent You Want to BeFollowing Your Nurturing InstinctsRevisiting
Parenting ApproachesTraditional Mothering for Modern TimesTips for Nurturing
ParentingProtective ParentingGuidelines for Protective ParentingProtectiveness and Your Child’s
VulnerabilityYour Personal Growth as a ParentAdapting to the Long-Term Process of Parenting a
PreemieNurturing YourselfGetting the Support You NeedDealing with Parenting AngerTrigger
ThoughtsPerspectives on Parenting Your PreemieQuestioning What’s “Normal”Thinking about
the FuturePondering DisabilityValuing ComplexityChoosing Your PerspectivePoints to
RememberChapter sixteenSupporting Your Child’s DevelopmentSix Basic Skills for Supporting
Your Preemie’s DevelopmentThe Brain-Behavior ConnectionTuning In to Sensitivities and
ThresholdsExpanding Your Baby’s Sensory AbilitiesCapturing and Holding Your Baby’s
InterestEmpathizing with Your ChildTeaching Your Child about EmotionsNurturing Your Child’s
NatureFollowing Your Child’s LeadMaking AdjustmentsGrowth Charts, Developmental
Timetables, and Trusting Your Child’s PathGrappling with Oral Feeding DifficultiesEncouraging
Your Child to Stretch beyond Current AbilitiesExpecting Too MuchExpecting Too LittleEnjoying



Your ChildEvaluations and LabelsEvaluating Professional EvaluationsThe Accurate
EvaluationThe Misleading EvaluationAdjusting Your Own EvaluationFinding Specialists You Can
Collaborate WithUnderstanding Labels“Preemie Syndrome”Points to RememberChapter
seventeenWatching Your Child Grow“Catching Up”Watching Development CloselyWaiting for
the Other Shoe to DropVulnerable Child SyndromeManaging Heightened VigilanceLiving with
Uncertainty and AmbiguityThe Elusive BrainCoping with UncertaintiesPoints to
RememberChapter eighteenDiscovering DisabilitiesGetting a DiagnosisFacing Reality, Facing
FeelingsGrieving This New RealizationCoping with Your FeelingsEver-Present GriefGrief
TriggersCatastrophic WorriesIsolationGuiltAngerFinding PeaceInterveningIntervention and
AdvocacyIntervention and BalancePoints to RememberChapter nineteenYour FamilyYou and
Your PartnerOpening the Door for FeelingsBeing Honest and SharingAccepting
DifferencesManaging ConflictRelying on Your CommitmentNegotiating Sex and IntimacyGetting
the Outside Support You NeedCan Our Relationship Survive?Weathering Change and
CrisisThe Importance of Being “In Like”Savoring the JourneyParents without PartnersYour Other
ChildrenSharing Your Time and AttentionOffering ReassurancesVisiting the NICUPreparing
Siblings for Your Preemie’s HomecomingAfter HomecomingPoints to RememberChapter
twentyYour Support Network and the Outside WorldThe Importance of Support
NetworksConnecting with Other Parents of PreemiesFinding Support GroupsSocial Support for
FathersRelationships with Your Extended FamilyHigh Hopes ... DerailedFamily
CopingGrandparents Grieve, TooCoping StylesBoundariesFriends and OthersSharing
Information with OthersFinding Your Place in the Parent NetworkEducating OthersDealing with
Others’ CommentsDealing with Other Women’s PregnanciesWork and HomeNegotiating with
Your EmployerEmployment and IdentityReturning to WorkStaying HomeAdjusting to Staying
HomeFine-Tuning the Balance between Parenting and CareerRunning the HouseholdReaching
Out for HelpPoints to RememberChapter twenty-oneConsidering Another PregnancyShould We
Try Again?Exploration and DiscussionMaking Decisions with Your PartnerDeciding against
Another PregnancyReconsidering Your “Ideal” Family SizeDeciding to Try AgainWhen to Try
AgainCoping with Others’ ReactionsPrenatal CareWorking with Your Health Care
ProvidersPrenatal Diagnostic TestingChildbirth EducationPoints to RememberChapter twenty-
twoCoping during a Post-Preemie PregnancyHigh AnxietyManaging FearFacing and Managing
Other Painful FeelingsGetting Past Significant MilestonesCoping with a High-Risk Pregnancy
and Bed RestManaging the UncertaintiesOvercoming Feelings of FailureSubduing
Helplessness during Bed RestMaintaining Your Primary RelationshipParenting during a High-
Risk PregnancyChild Care and Staying ConnectedManaging on Your OwnBalancing Conflicting
NeedsChildren’s Emotional NeedsTending to Your Emotional Needs during Bed RestGracefully
Giving Up ControlFighting BoredomResisting IsolationKeeping Your Spirits UpBirth and
AfterwardWhen Joy Mixes with SadnessRevisiting What Might Have BeenComplications with a
Full-Term BirthHomecomingAnother PreemieCoping the Second (or More) Time AroundThe
NICU, AgainPoints to RememberChapter twenty-threeHealing and Moving



OnRememberingMoving On but Not ForgettingLetting Go of What Might Have BeenMoving On
in the Face of UncertaintiesTalking to Your Growing Child about the NICUFinding Meaning in
Your JourneyFinding Treasure in AdversityWeaving Treasures into Your TapestryVulnerability,
Appreciation, and HopeResiliencePersonal Growth and AdaptationSeeing Your Transformation
as HealingAppendicesA: A Note to CaregiversB: A Note to Friends and RelativesC:
ResourcesD: Neonatal Guidelines for Parents and Health Care Professionals from the Colorado
Collective for Medical DecisionsAcknowledgmentsWriting this book has been a journey for both
of us. Our process of coming to understand the breadth and depth of emotion and meaning
surrounding and following the birth of a premature baby has developed over a period of years.
Just as for parents of preemies, our journey toward understanding and making meaning has
been aided by the relationships that we had coming into this project and the ones that we have
formed along the way.Our deepest gratitude goes to Anne Casey, founder and director of
Preemie-L, the premier Internet support group for parents of premature babies (www.preemie-
l.org), for inviting us to involve Preemie-L subscribers as we researched the many topics in this
book. This book could not have been written without her encouragement and generosity. And of
course, we and many, many preemie parents are grateful for her inspired creation and gentle
leadership of this group.Special thanks to Allison Martin, leader of Preemie-Child,
(www.prematurity.org), who gave us access to parents of older preemies and valuable insights
into the ongoing consequences of premature birth on both children and parents.We are eternally
grateful to all the parents who contributed their voices to this book: the parents of Preemie-L and
Preemie-Child, parents who filled out the Internet survey, parents who corresponded with us,
and parents who were interviewed by us. Thank you for educating us with your postings and
discussions, your writings and your words, and welcoming us into your virtual communities and
personal lives. We have learned so much from each of you—not just about the emotional
experience of giving birth prematurely, relating to a newborn in the NICU, and parenting a child
after such a precarious start, but also about the powerful, transcendent bond between parent
and infant, the ways that health care providers can support you and your family, and the fortitude
of spirit that shows itself when you are struggling, coping, adjusting, and making the best of this
unexpected and sometimes heart-wrenching path. Each of you is an inspiration to us. And
whether you are directly quoted or not, your participation on Preemie-L or Preemie-Child or your
correspondence or conversations with us has added immeasurably to our ability to write this
supportive book. We are so grateful for your contributions, and we honor your intent to offer
comfort and guidance to other parents of premature babies.Thanks to Alaina Bacon Johnson,
Psy.D., and Jane Hobard, M.A., then–graduate students at The Chicago School of Professional
Psychology and Northeastern Illinois University who interviewed many parents. Your time,
sensitivity, and insights during and after interviews enriched our growing understanding of the
preemie journey.Thank you to the neonatal nurses, respiratory therapists, neonatologists,
obstetricians, pediatricians, and other health care providers from NICUs all over the world who
openly discussed the issues that they confront with families, opening the door for us to address



these issues in our research. Thank you to conference organizers who continue to invite the
topic of the emotional and psychological issues in perinatal care into their professional
forums.Everlasting gratitude to Dianne Maroney, R.N., who was our matchmaker, facilitating our
first contact, which has grown into an amazing partnership.Special thanks to Liza Cooper,
M.S.W. with the March of Dimes, for collaborating with us to write the booklet Parent: You and
Your Baby in the NICU, which is part of their NICU Family Support Project in hospitals
nationwide, and for her continued dedication to providing emotional support to parents and
families in the NICU.Our appreciation goes to Charles Rait, R.N., and the folks at NICU Ink who
supported us for five years during our research and writing process. Their faith and indulgence
was key to our ability to put this book together.We are most grateful to the folks at Fulcrum
Publishing, who embraced our vision and were willing to take a chance. Faith Marcovecchio, our
talented and brave editor, waded through a 1,250-page manuscript and earned our trust, awe,
and appreciation.My everlasting gratitude goes to Edward Tronick, Ph.D., and Marvin Daehler,
Ph.D., who encouraged me to expand my educational horizons. Because of your leap of faith
and confidence in me, I was able to find my calling.My warmest appreciation to Marguerite
Stewart, Psy.D., Peter Hulac, M.D., and Robert Harmon, M.D., who first invited me into the world
of the NICU. You planted seeds.Special thanks to all the folks associated with the Colorado
Collective for Medical Decisions for giving me the opportunity to work on the important issue of
medical ethics in the NICU and to hone my ability to support parents faced with agonizing
decisions.Thanks to Joyce Lung, R.N.C, for her inspiration for a part of the “A Note to
Caregivers” appendix.This book could never have happened without my husband, Ken
Kirkpatrick, whose generosity, enthusiasm, and support of my writing has never wavered. To my
beloved daughter, Maya Elizabeth: I’m so lucky to be your mama. You’ve shown me the heights
and depths of motherhood. To my dear stepchildren, Faith and Jared, and Jola too: mothering
you is an honor and my pleasure, and as we’ve woven our lives together, you have added
immeasurable richness to my parenting role. All four of you have taught me a lot and deeply
influence the way I write for parents.To my family, friends, and colleagues: thank you for making
circles of connection with me. These nurturing circles sustain me in the work I do. I am able to
give so much because of what I receive from each of you.And finally, I am blessed to have Mara
as my coauthor, partner, and friend. When she appeared in my life, I knew for certain that this
book was meant to be. —DLDThanks to my friend Aviva Samet, Psy.D., who planted the idea for
this book after my preemies were born. To my supervisors and professors at The Chicago
School of Professional Psychology, thank you for helping to shape my thinking about human
pain and healing.My deepest appreciation to the nurses and doctors who cared for me
antepartum during my long bed rest and who cared for my tiny preemies in the NICU and over
the years afterwards. Especially to Barbara Robinson, M.D., who “held” me during six weeks of
hospital bed rest and weathered the usual Thursday night crisis with me, accompanied me
through my “post-preemie” pregnancy, and celebrated the birth of a baby who was “not a
candidate for the NICU.” To NICU nurses Barrie, Angie, and Renee who watched over my babies



when I couldn’t, I am forever grateful for the ways in which you sensitively and gently brought
them closer to me. My experiences with you all set the stage.I am so grateful to my colleagues
and friends—you have been encouraging and supportive, asking questions and discussing our
ideas. My relationships with each of you have contributed to my own healing and growth, and to
the ideas and approaches in this book. To my clients who have invited me to join them on their
healing journeys, your words and deepest feelings have profoundly influenced my understanding
—thank you for inviting me to join you.To my parents, your love, support, and your example
taught me to always strive to be my best professionally and to work on behalf of the greater
community. To my grandparents, siblings, in-laws, and extended family, you have always stood
by me with love and enthusiasm. Thank you all for believing in me. My deepest love and
gratitude to my husband, Richard, your staunch backing of this project made it possible and your
insights and conversation always helps me to crystallize my thinking. Our partnership is truly a
treasure. To my children, Gavriella Sara, Layla Chana—the babies who brought me to this
journey—and Shimon Yakir, who joined them with gusto. I am blessed to be your mommy. You all
continue to travel with me on this journey and never fail to inspire me.Finally, I am blessed and
so fortunate to have Debbie as my coauthor and dear friend. I could not imagine a better
collaborator, catalyst, and sounding board. This book is interwoven with our partnership—truly
destined and so precious.—MTSAt last, we sheepishly acknowledge the irony that this book on
premature birth is long overdue. To all of the parents and health care providers who have
watched this book evolve over the past seven years of gestation, thank you for your
patience.IntroductionThe premature birth of your baby* is a medical crisis. But more than that, it
is a family crisis. When your baby is born too soon, you must face not only the medical aspects
of prematurity but also the many emotional aspects of parenting your premature baby. During
your baby’s hospitalization, after homecoming, and perhaps throughout childhood, there are
three overarching, emotionally intense challenges you face:• Coping with feelings• Developing
your parental identity• Managing your relationshipsCoping with feelings includes• Learning to
identify, express, and cope with a bewildering array of conflicting emotions (including joy, sorrow,
love, detachment, pride, guilt, gratitude, anger, confidence, helplessness, hope, fear)• Doing
grief work so that you can adjust and come to terms with your baby’s premature birth and its
consequencesDeveloping your parental identity includes• Feeling connected to your baby•
Playing an indispensable role in the NICU• Being your baby’s advocate• Acquiring new
caregiving skills• Gaining confidence• Being protective without being overprotective• Facing
medical or developmental uncertainties or special needs• Becoming the kind of parent you want
to beManaging your relationships includes• Communicating and collaborating with your partner;
your baby’s health care providers; your other children (if any); and your relatives, friends,
colleagues, and acquaintances• Interacting with pregnant women and parents of full-term
babies• Acquiring a support network of other parents of preemiesThis book addresses all these
challenges, and more.Indeed, this book rides on the crest of a new wave. In recent years,
neonatology has become much more than medical technology. Along with providing state-of-the-



art interventions, more and more NICUs are also providing developmentally supportive care to
babies—and to their parents. Developmentally supportive care for a premature baby consists of
close contact with the parents and being surrounded by the muted, gentle, nurturing conditions
that mimic the womb. Developmentally supportive care for parents consists of honoring their
need to get physically close and feel emotionally connected to their newborn and become
confident in taking care of this baby. In other words, developmentally supportive care tries to give
babies and parents what they’ve been promised.Instead of banishing parents to waiting rooms
or allowing them to merely look through a plate-glass window, modern NICU policy welcomes
parents as integral members of their baby’s NICU caregiving team and considers parental
involvement paramount—good for the babies, good for the parents, good for the family. Indeed,
when parents are given opportunities to be close to their baby and are encouraged and coached
in caregiving, they can become attuned, responsive, and sure with their little one. When parents
are informed about their baby’s conditions and treatments, they can advocate for their baby’s
needs. When parents are supported emotionally, they can be more emotionally available to their
baby. These positive, connective emotional experiences between parent and baby contribute to
optimal infant development. This book reflects and accompanies the emerging respect for the
developmental needs of the entire family and the spreading philosophy of family-centered
care.There are many good books that explain your premature baby’s medical conditions,
developmental diagnoses, treatments, and procedures, and that guide you in caregiving tasks.
This book is different. It focuses on your experiences, feelings, and relationships around the
delivery, hospitalization, homecoming, and long-term parenting of your premature baby and
child. It provides suggestions and support for coping, adjusting, and finding your way. It focuses
on how you can deal with the challenges you meet so you can revel in the pleasures of nurturing
and cherishing your little one. With quotes from many parents, this book also strives to provide
you with the comfort of knowing that your reactions make sense and that you’re not alone.While
every family’s journey is unique, you share many of the same hopes, fears, joys, sorrows,
struggles, and triumphs with other parents of premature babies. It is our hope that you will find
comfort, reassurance, support, and strength in these pages.How to Use This BookThis book
does not try to tell you how you should feel or what you must do. Rather, it strives to describe
and affirm the wide range of experiences and emotional reactions that can follow a pregnancy
crisis and premature delivery, and to offer strategies for coping with the hospitalization,
homecoming, and parenting of your premature baby and child. With factual information and the
words and insights of other parents, you can establish realistic expectations for yourself. You can
also gain reassurance that you are not crazy; you are not the only one who feels betrayed,
terrified, or guilty. You are not the only one to be wary of the tiny creature in the incubator, to wait
and worry for the arrival of each new milestone, or to compare your child to both fellow
premature babies and his or her full-term peers. This book is meant to help you through your
experiences, at the same time encouraging you to do what you need to survive this journey.
Whether your baby was born recently or long ago; extremely or moderately early; spent days,



weeks, or months in the hospital, you will find yourself reflected in these pages. Whatever your
child’s outcome, you will find support.We also encourage you to use this book as a source of
information to share with others as you see fit. Certain sections may offer suggestions you’d like
your friends to have or insights you’d like to share with your family’s health care providers. You
can also photocopy the appendices for those who are interested.And even if your partner isn’t
the type to read this kind of book, try offering selected sections or chapters that are particularly
relevant. Having this direction and focus can make reading more appealing and manageable,
even to those who don’t usually turn to books for support.You may find yourself wondering about
the parents whose quotes are used in this book. Quotes were collected over a period of six
years. Parents were recruited through newsletters and word of mouth, and their interviews were
videotaped. Other parents discovered our online questionnaire in their Internet searches, wrote
their stories down, and sent them to us. Still more parents were participants on the leading
Internet parent support group “Preemie-L” at www.preemie-l.org.Because information for this
book was gathered from many different parts of the world through e-mail, colloquial terms
appear in some of the quotes. However, we standardized the various terms for NICU and
incubator for consistency. For some parents, English was not their mother tongue, so you may
notice some slightly atypical phrasing, which we kept in the interest of retaining their unique
voices.Some quotes were written and others were spoken, so you may detect a variation in tone.
All quotes were transcribed from videotaped interviews, written questionnaires, and Internet
correspondence, with minimal grammatical editing for clarity. Some parents contributed over
extended periods of time, so if you detect any inconsistencies in certain parents, it’s because
their words offer different perspectives according to different points in their journey. All parents
were quoted with their explicit consent.You may wonder about the situational details surrounding
these parents and their premature babies, or you may want to know more about what happened
to them down the road. You may want to measure your circumstances, outcomes, and reactions
against theirs. But each family’s situation is so unique that even if you knew all those details,
making comparisons with another family’s journey, as tempting as they are to make, can
interfere with your appreciation of your own unique journey. Thus, this book does not dwell on
situational details, which vary widely. Though you may hope to find yourself or your child in those
details—such as specific pregnancy complications, a baby born at the same gestational age as
yours, length of hospital stay, or developmental outcome—where you will actually find yourself is
in the emotional nuances of other parents’ experiences. This common ground is also where you
will find kinship with other parents and truly know that you are not alone. And so, when you wish
you knew “the rest of the story,” keep in mind that you already know about the most important
parts of their journeys—the emotional, wrenching, life-enriching, deeply meaningful parts, many
of which may resonate for you. And what matters most “down the road” is that these parents are
continuing on their journeys, and they’ve survived. Just as you will.•••Organizing this book was
very challenging. There is a time line to follow, but the three overarching themes of “coping with
feelings,” “developing your parental identity,” and “managing your relationships” come up at every



turn. At any point on your personal journey, you may feel emotionally overwhelmed, face regrets
or worries, or revisit your memories. Over the years, your growth and development as a parent
and a person will continue, keeping in step with your preemie’s growth, development, and
changing needs. All along the way, you will be dealing with your partner, your other children, your
relatives, your friends, and your baby’s health care providers. Since books are naturally linear
and don’t take well to any other arrangements, we encourage you to weave your way through
this book to match the nonlinear path your experience of having a preemie takes. Some sections
may feel more appropriate than others at different times, depending on your unique situation,
your personality, and where you are in your journey. Use the Table of Contents and the Index to
find your currently pressing concerns. For instance, you may want to check out Chapter 19,
“Your Family,” where you’ll find information on your relationships with your partner and dealing
with your other children. Even though this chapter appears later, you may want some of that
insight and support from the beginning. And keep referring back to Chapter 2, “Grief and
Adjustment,” and Chapter 3, “Moving through Painful Emotions,” as this support and information
can be helpful to you all along the way.As you weave your way through the book, you can also
peek ahead into the future for preparation and reassurance, or review the past for validation,
affirmation, and to make sense of where you’ve been and where you are. Take in whatever
seems helpful and pass by whatever isn’t. Return to the passages that are particularly
comforting and try reading other parts later. It is not necessary to read this book through from
start to finish. Even if you do read it cover to cover and then put it away, we encourage you to
revisit this book from time to time. You’ll notice that what you need will stand out every time, and
what you need will always seem to be different. This book is meant to be your companion, and it
will follow your lead.If reading this book moves you to cry, try to accept this reaction. These are
healing tears of grief and joy, courage and strength that mix with those of other parents. You are
not alone.Time is too slow for those who wait,Too swift for those who fear,Too long for those who
grieve,Too short for those who rejoice.But for those who love,Time is eternity.—Henry Van Dyke*
Usually it is awkward to accommodate singleton and multiple babies in the same sentence by
writing “baby or babies” or even “baby(ies)” and “child(ren).” So most of the time we will just refer
to “your baby” or “your child.” If you delivered twins, triplets, or more, please know that whenever
applicable to your situation, “your baby” or“child” means “your babies” or “children.”chapter
oneAn Unexpected JourneyWhen you find out you are pregnant, you are anticipating so much
more than just a baby. Along with your hopes for a healthy baby, you may have many optimistic
expectations for this pregnancy, the labor and delivery, and the newborn period. You may start
forming a picture of the expanded family you’re creating and the future you’re building. Indeed,
you imagine being a certain kind of parent to a certain kind of baby.When your pregnancy ends
prematurely, many of your hopes and expectations unravel. When your newborn is confined to a
neonatal intensive care unit (NICU), you miss many of the early parenting experiences you were
anticipating. Even after you bring your baby home, when your infant is so tiny and vulnerable, the
experience may not match the one you had envisioned. Because your expectations about



pregnancy, birth, and homecoming have been violated, having a premature baby can feel
bewildering, frustrating, saddening, even devastating. As your baby grows, you may continue to
be affected by the premature birth, whether or not your child is.When your premature baby is
born, you’re not just experiencing a singular event, you’re embarking on a journey. Along the way,
you relinquish old dreams, adjust to what is, and dream new dreams. This process of grief and
adjustment includes coping with your feelings, developing your parental identity, and managing
your relationships. But this journey of parenting your preemie is a journey you probably didn’t
even know existed, one through uncharted territory. You may feel entirely lost and unsure.This
chapter establishes a base camp, offering you an orientation, a map, and a compass to help you
make your way along your journey. First, we offer you the orientation that your baby’s premature
birth is a violation of your heartfelt expectations. This critical understanding gives you a context
in which your emotional reactions can make sense to you, and then you can begin to grieve,
cope, and adjust. Although this orientation shows you your pain, it also starts you on a journey of
healing and growth.Second, we’ll provide a map of the main tasks ahead of you: coping with
feelings, developing your parental identity, and managing your relationships. These tasks have
always been a part of your life, but your baby’s prematurity puts your emotional, parenting, and
social abilities to the test. Because each parent’s journey is unique, this map cannot show you
precisely where you need to go or how to get there. But it can be your guide, showing you the
milestones, pitfalls, and pleasures you may encounter, and offering suggestions and support as
you determine your own speed, direction, transportation, and the paths you take.Finally, since
you are responsible for your own navigation, we offer you a compass to guide you on your
journey and to reorient you when you’re feeling lost. The needle of this compass points you
toward the affirmation that parenting a premature baby is a journey that’s just as legitimate,
worthy, and rewarding as parenting a full-term baby, even though it’s different from the
experience you were counting on. Becoming a different kind of parent to a different kind of child
is full of unique challenges, certainly, but also full of unique joys and opportunities for your own
growth and development, as a parent and as a person.We offer you this orientation, map, and
compass so that you can go forth with faith in your ability to prevail, hope for the future, and love
in your heart for your child.OrientationHopes and ExpectationsBeing pregnant was a dream
come true! We had tried for almost five years, so that positive pregnancy test was the answer to
my prayers. I was thrilled beyond belief. I wanted that baby so desperately! I had every hope and
dream imaginable for an idyllic pregnancy, birth, and baby. I had waited so long that everything
was bound to be perfect! I immediately took on the role of “mother-to-be”—I ate well, slept, and
took good care of myself and this baby of mine. —SaraI was very happy. ... I was thrilled at the
prospect of getting a big belly and having the baby kick and push at my stomach. I wanted to
remember all the feelings. I was never sick. I had a great time while I was pregnant. ... I was
enjoying watching my body change. —KristinaWhen you are pregnant, it is natural for you to
revel in the wonder and anticipation of it all. It is also natural for you to count on having all those
months before the due date to prepare both psychologically and physically. If this is your first



pregnancy, you expect to have time to adjust to the idea that you are about to become a parent.
If you’ve been down this road before, you may appreciate the idea of having nine months to
move through the normal mixed feelings about bringing another child into the family. Whatever
your situation, you plan to finish your nesting projects, to make a place for your baby to come
home to, and to be ready and welcoming when the time comes. With all of these plans and
preparations, you have an enormous emotional investment in carrying the pregnancy to
term.You may also have hopes and expectations for the delivery. You may hope to be active in
the birthing process, to be able to make choices that you believe will give your baby and your
relationship the best possible start. You may envision gently welcoming your baby into the world.
You imagine a newborn who is cute, tranquil, and fits nicely into your arms. You picture nuzzling
and nursing your little one. You naturally anticipate bringing your baby home after a day or so, to
the congratulations of friends and family. Picturing your healthy, robust infant, you see a bright
future.These visions are not just enjoyable daydreams, but they are also important psychological
preparation for your future as a parent. Having certain expectations lets you make plans and feel
some measure of control. Positive assumptions give you confidence and hope. You invest in your
future as you imagine it.I read everything I could get my hands on about pregnancy. My
husband, Chris, and I wanted a natural childbirth. We practiced the Bradley method every night
together. He was a wonderful coach, and I envisioned him there with me as we welcomed our
new baby into the world without drugs or machines. —RebekahWhen I found out Cyndy was
pregnant with twin boys, I had dreams of big, strapping football players—the first twins in the
NFL. I dreamed of the things we would do together, running, biking, watching the games on
Sundays. —RichDuring the pregnancy, I was not afraid of anything—I just took for granted that
everything always goes smoothly. ... It never once occurred to me that things do go wrong. —
JodiMost expectant parents have faith that their pregnancy is healthy and will go to term. They
don’t seriously contemplate other possibilities. Even if you feel a sense of uneasiness or if you
are identified as being “high risk,” it is hard to believe that bad things could really happen to you.
You still expect relatively smooth sailing. But as events begin to unfold in unexpected ways,
those assumptions start dissolving. You are confronted with the possibility that your future will be
different from the one you had imagined.I had wanted a baby for many years, and now I was
finally going to have one. I imagined “she” would be perfect. I was exer-cising, eating well, and
had already cut out all caffeine and alcohol. Still, because I was a bit on the old side, I waited to
tell family and friends until I was through my first trimester. I felt like things were just too wonderful
—too good to be true. —RebekahWhen the Unexpected HappensSix weeks into my pregnancy I
started to bleed. ... I was devast-ated. Throughout the next few weeks my doctors’ appointments
were not the happy events I had hoped for and dreamed of in a pregnancy. —LaurenI was in a
hospital bed with an IV in one hand, a blood pressure cuff on the other arm, and a fetal monitor
around my stomach. The TV was playing ESPN’s SportsCenter, and Joe was in a chair next to
me. It was surreal—how did we get from one place to another, an incredible high to this
frightening low? —MindyWe’d seen the NICU on a tour when I was first pregnant, and I had



thought it was for the very sick, deformed children, babies that weren’t going to live. I told myself
I would never be there. I’m going to have normal, healthy children. Why wouldn’t I? Everybody
does—except those people, those poor, poor people. So when I found myself in the NICU, I just
couldn’t believe it. —VickieThe day we left the hospital without the baby, my husband and I sat
on our sofa and sobbed all night long. We felt empty and exhausted. We realized we had been in
shock and still were. I was feeling great loss. I rely heavily on tradition. I’m a planner. This was not
how it was supposed to be, not how I had planned it. —LauraWhether problems develop in the
first, second, or third trimester of your pregnancy, your expectations for a blissful pregnancy are
shaken. But even though you are shocked and distressed, you may still hold out hope for a
timely, gentle delivery. When preterm birth is imminent, your hopes and wishes for the delivery
crumble, but you may still hold onto your fantasies of a healthy baby. Then, when you see your
baby, another layer of expectations tumbles down. When a baby is born too soon, neither the
baby nor the parents are ready.After we found out we were pregnant, the baby came five months
later. … Financially, we were unprepared. Emotionally, you can never be prepared. —
LaurenSeeing a premature baby is so very different from anything you could ever imagine! The
things you have come to consider normal just aren’t there! There is no fat at all on these little
peanuts. Their ears are like pieces of paper, moldable to any shape, depending on how they
were positioned. Their heads look monstrous in comparison to that teeny body. Could anyone
possibly see their new-born baby looking like this and not be shocked, scared, and saddened?
—SaraI focused more on their baby-ness than on their medical condition. They were little and
helpless, and mine. But I also had a sense that this was the beginning of a dramatic step that I
couldn’t undo and that would change our lives forever. —DwightWhen your tiny baby lies sick
and struggling in an intensive care nursery, you can feel a shift in your expectations about
parenthood and what will be asked of you as a parent. Instead of feeling well equipped to
respond to your baby’s needs, you feel scared, lost, and confused. As you peer at your infant,
overwhelmed by the tubes, wires, and buzzing machinery, you feel helpless in the face of
medical technology. You compare this surreal scene with your fantasies about holding and
nursing your newborn, taking your baby home, and showing him or her off to admiring friends
and relatives. You wonder how to parent this small creature; how to best stroke your baby’s soft,
fragile skin; how to comfort and come to know your tiny child. You wonder when you will be able
to take your baby out of the hospital and somehow find your way back to the path you had
planned.I knew she had just been removed from my body, but it still seemed unreal to me. While
I was in recovery, my husband saw the baby in the NICU and returned crying. My parents saw
her and returned crying. I remember feeling afraid to go to the NICU. When I finally went, my
reaction was still one of unreality. Of course, she did not look at all like the baby I had envisioned.
My dreams met reality that night in the NICU, and I just could not reconcile the two. —ReneeIt
takes away the fairy tale. You know—you have a baby, everyone’s happy, you pass out cigars,
and the baby goes home and goes to sleep and you just give them your life. —CharlieThere is
another layer of expectation that is challenged when your baby is born too early—expectations



about modern medicine. At first, your faith in medical treatments and technology can lead you to
assume that your baby will recover easily and come home very soon. In labor, Suzanne admits,
“I thought, ‘Oh, okay.’ I was under the impres-sion that you had a baby that was small, it would be
in the hospital for a while, and everything would be fine. I was very naive, very uninformed.”You
may believe that everything will be fine because, many times, no one is saying otherwise. Even if
you know your baby is critically ill, it is hard to believe that modern medicine might not come
through for your child.When they called at 5:00 a.m. and said Travis was getting sicker, I figured
I’d get there, they’d work on him a little bit, and he’d be back to normal, you know, just like on the
TV shows. I didn’t know what was going on. —CharlieAs you learn more about the limits of
modern medicine, you begin to realize that bad things can happen to newborns. Suddenly,
illness, disability, and death challenge your assumptions about the beginning of life. Even if your
baby stabilizes quickly, his or her need for intensive care is incompatible with your ideas of how
newborns are supposed to be. If your baby experiences complications or doesn’t fully recover, or
if your baby dies, your trust in the wonders of modern medicine may be shattered.Finally,
premature birth confronts your expectations about how life is supposed to work. You may have
held onto the belief that “doing all the right things” during pregnancy would guarantee a healthy
baby. You may have believed that nothing bad happens to good people, and especially to their
babies. You also may have held onto the hope that fervent prayer or adher-ence to ritual or
superstition could guard you and your baby against harm. Whatever you did or believed to
protect yourself, you are likely to feel alone and betrayed when crisis strikes. Most of all, you may
feel cheated out of experiencing a marvel of nature—the uncomplicated birth of a healthy
baby.Things aren’t supposed to happen like this. One of the tougher initial feelings was in the
recovery room after the C-section. My wife was still under the anesthesia. There were four
couples in the room, and the other three had babies. It was a very separating and isolating
feeling. I’ll never forget it. —PrestonAs all of these sets of expectations are shattered, what you
face is entirely different from what you imagined. The changes in your relationships, the
emotions you face, your shifting identity, needs, choices, and priorities—your entire situation is
transformed and nothing feels right. Your world doesn’t make sense anymore, and you may
worry that it never will again. It’s difficult to imagine that you will ever adjust—and yet, with time
and experience, eventually you will.I think it matters a lot “where you are” in this journey. When I
was in the NICU, my skin was so thin and raw that I don’t really even know how I functioned.
After we came home, I was better, but still, if I had to use one word, I would say I was scared.
And now, I still have my moments, but after two years, I would say I am really just coming out of a
fog. —LaraIn the early weeks, as you struggle to make sense of what has happened, the flood of
feelings makes it necessary to cling to old, familiar dreams. As you become more comfortable
with your baby, you gradually grieve for what might have been and learn to cope with what is.
Over time, you come to accept and even appreciate the reality. Eventually, you can find the
treasure in adversity.As time passes, you realize that watching your premature baby grow brings
some unexpected gifts. The joy of a smile, the appreciation of even small developmental steps,



or respect for your child’s individual pace makes parenting a preemie a rich experience. No
matter what, you will view your child’s growth and development through different eyes and with a
mixture of intense, conflicting feelings. You may feel a combination of hopes and fears,
disappointment, relief, and joy. You will notice that your perspective has shifted. You take nothing
for granted.I think I appreciate what I have so much more than most parents do. For example,
Josh and Evan this week for the first time asked “what” and “how” questions. I literally almost
started to cry. Most parents don’t even notice when their kids start to ask questions. —
StephieYou become wiser, too, in that you begin to realize that nothing is guaranteed. And with
this growing awareness, you turn to look at your child. Each step in development, each illness,
each decision you make for your growing child’s welfare is colored with the knowledge that you
will always do everything you can for your child, but that there are things you cannot know and
cannot control.When you have a premature baby, you must adjust your expectations. You will
gradually modify some of your goals and beliefs, and redefine what it means to be a parent to
this child. Premature birth sets you on a different path.MapA Different PathNaturally, parenthood
transforms you. Every parent experiences a wide variety of feelings that are triggered by the birth
and parenting of a child. You must develop feelings of competence and confidence, along with a
sense of self that includes your parenting role. And you adjust important relationships to
accommodate the devotion to your new baby. But having a premature baby brings tribulations
and opportunities beyond those normally faced by parents. It challenges your emotional coping
abilities, your developing parental identity, and your relationship skills.Emotional Coping Your
baby’s premature birth starts an avalanche of both positive and painful emotions that come
together in bewildering and contradictory ways. Your newborn’s hospitalization and separation
from you can be supremely challenging as you deal with sadness, yearning, fear, and
uncertainty. In the midst of your grief, you will also experience many moments of joy, fulfillment,
hope, and love. The milestone achieved when your baby comes home is a triumph, but he or she
is still recovering from the premature birth. So are you. After keeping it together during the
intensity of intensive care, being at home may afford you the opportunity to fall apart and feel the
brunt of your emotions. Additionally, most premature babies require special handling, and your
baby’s unique needs will affect you and your ongoing adjustment. And if your preemie’s medical
or developmental outcome holds uncertainties, or if disabilities appear, you’ll continue to feel
torn between your hopes and fears.Up to this point in your life, you’ve probably encountered a
number of painful losses and challenges, and managed to get through them. But the losses and
challenges associated with a premature birth reverberate profoundly through every cell of your
body and touch the deepest parts of your being. As your journey unfolds, you will most likely
have to acquire new coping skills to manage the wide range and intensity of these emotions. You
must learn to identify, express, and work through your pain, so that you can move through it,
instead of becoming immobilized by it.Developing Your Parental Identity When your baby arrives
early, you may feel terribly unprepared for parenthood. You may need more time to finish lining
the nest, to consider baby names, and to shore up your nerve. And when delivery is a medical



emergency, you miss some of the classic milestones of parenthood, such as a joyful delivery
and close contact with your newborn. The milestones that take their place are unfamiliar and
your emotional reactions such as fear, guilt, and sorrow are not what you expected to feel. So
not only are you unprepared for parenthood, you’re also unprepared for this kind of introduction
to parenthood. And to top it off, you’re unprepared to take care of this kind of baby.Over the
years, you’ve absorbed much general knowledge about how to take care of a new baby, but
much of this knowledge doesn’t seem to apply to your new baby. Your baby’s hospitalization and
medical condition create many barriers that can keep you from feeling connected to your little
one. You have to figure out your role as a parent in the NICU and learn caregiving skills that you
didn’t even know existed. It can take time and practice to feel confident and competent with your
newborn.He was so small at the beginning. You’re almost scared to touch them and pick them
up when they’re so tiny. And then it takes you a little bit to get comfortable, and then you have to
learn how to give them a bath, which is a big thing. You gave baths to your two other kids, no
problem, but this is really a big thing, to feel comfortable. So I guess I had to learn how to be a
mom again, a new kind of mom or a different kind of mom—to a different, new sort of baby I had
never experienced before. —GalliceManaging Your Relationships Your baby’s prematurity
strains your relationships because you’ve embarked on a journey that most of your friends and
relatives cannot relate to. The emotional roller coaster of the NICU and the fallout after
homecoming heighten your need for understanding and support. And yet, most people won’t
understand, and some won’t know how to support you. Even your relationship with your partner
can become rocky as you both enter unfamiliar terrain. In addition, you will form relationships
with your baby’s health care providers that require a level of commitment, collaboration, and
communication that you may never have practiced before. As your child grows, depending on his
or her ongoing needs you may also form important relationships with therapists and teachers as
you continue to be your child’s best advocate.•••Coping with feelings, developing your parental
identity, and managing your relationships—these are the central tasks you face throughout your
emotional journey of parenting your premature baby and child. All of these tasks are intertwined
and you must manage them together. For example, you must process your feelings and learn
effective ways of coping, so that you can come into your own as a parent who has the emotional
resources to nurture and invest in your baby. If you are aware of your emotional needs, all of your
other relationships benefit as well. By building closer alliances with your partner, friends,
relatives, and health care providers, you can garner their emotional support and collaboration.
With their support of your growing identity as a parent, you can get close to your baby, play an
indispensable role in the NICU, be protective without being overprotective, face uncertainties or
special needs, and become the kind of parent you want to be.In your quest to master these
tasks around feelings, identity and relationships, it would ease your journey to have a map to
guide you. The map you’ll find in this book consists of information, suggestions, and ideas,
which can help you interpret the landscape, give you options to consider, and offer you insights
to illuminate your path.CompassFinding Your Own WayJust as your premature baby is beginning



a new journey, so, too, are you. At first you may be overcome by grief for what might have been,
but with the passage of time, you can work through those feelings and emerge with a new
appreciation for this journey. You can acknowledge what you’ve lost, yet move forward with what
you’ve gained.Because you’re on a journey that is uniquely your own, it can help to have a
compass to guide you as you learn to navigate the emotional terrain. Indeed, you can rely on
different compasses, including this book, friends and family, your intuition, an insight that gives
you hope, and the belief that your journey has meaning. With this book as a compass, you can
get some bearings and some pointers, and figure out which way to go. Even though you may feel
lost and confused at times, you can work through the emotional pain and find your way toward
adjustment and healing.With the passage of time, you will also see that you are not alone.
Although each parent’s journey is unique, parents of premature babies still share many common
experiences, perceptions, and emotions. Parents you connect with or read about can inspire,
comfort, and guide you on your journey. That feeling of camaraderie and sense of community is
a compass that can give you hope.You will discover other ways to strengthen your hope. In the
beginning and with each new crisis, it is natural to believe that certain elements of the situation
appear hopeless. But as time passes, you will learn to manage your fears so that they don’t
require more energy than they deserve, and you will find new hopes to hold on to. You will also
acquire more optimism when you can look back and see that many of your deepest worries did
not come to pass.•••The challenges you meet, the strengths you carry, and the steps you take
will be unique to your journey. From this book, your orientation is the approach, which helps you
to center yourself in the midst of chaos and sends you on a healing journey; your map is the
information that shows you the emotional terrain of parenting a premature baby and child. Your
compass is the emotional support provided—the reassurance that your experiences and
reactions are normal, the encouragement to prevail, the affirmation of your journey’s value, and
the comfort offered by the words of other parents who’ve traveled this way before you.The
Tapestry That Reflects Your Emotional JourneyThroughout your life, you are weaving a tapestry
that reflects your emotional journey—where you’ve been, how you’ve changed, and what you’ve
learned, lost, and acquired all along the way. The threads you are weaving are the threads of
feelings, the threads of your identity, and the threads of your relationships.In your tapestry,
different parts of your life are represented by woven sections of varying textures, colors, and
patterns. Some parts are smooth, others are coarse. Some parts hold vibrant colors, others hold
muted tones. Some parts are crisp or solid, and in other parts there is a blending of colors or
textures. Some blendings are messy or clashing, and others are more harmonious.When your
baby is born prematurely, the tapestry that you’ve been weaving abruptly changes. The threads
become rough and unwieldy, and you’re not sure what to do with them. They are still the threads
of feelings, the threads of your identity, the threads of your relationships, but they have become
more complex, more intense, more painful, and more challenging to work with. You feel
unprepared. You cannot weave the pattern you’d planned. Your tapestry is not what you thought
it would be. Instead you must improvise.Tentatively, you begin to weave with those unfamiliar



strands, and you learn how to work with them. At first your weaving seems messy and
discordant. But as you become more adept and at ease, you begin to appreciate the surprising
and creative aspects of your weaving. What you thought was messy, ugly, or clashing is actually
quite exciting. You’ve adjusted in ways you never dreamed of. When you step back, you can see
how this weaving fits into the bigger tapestry you have been creating your whole life. In fact, your
tapestry has become richer, more interesting, and more beautiful.Along with an orientation, a
map, and a compass, this book also offers you a weaving guide of sorts. It is a guide that
informs, supports, and empowers you to im-provise. It describes and affirms the changes in your
tapestry and shows you how to value them. It encourages you to see this transformation as a
reflection of your healing.chapter twoGrief and AdjustmentWhen you deliver early, you begin an
emotional journey you hadn’t planned. You will mourn the losses you experience, but your
journey is not just about grief, it’s also about joy, delight, and devotion. As such, the ebb and flow
of your emotions can be perplexing and unpredictable. Sadness and happiness will mix with
many other profound and sometimes disturbing emotions. You’ll also experience discordant
reactions—during intense situations, you may at times feel deeply involved, at other times
removed; during situations that pose no threat, intense emotions may surface.This chapter
explains the reasons for this bewildering mix of positive and painful feelings, intensity, and
detachment. It also offers a framework for facing these contradictions and coping with an
onslaught of emotions. We look especially closely at the many painful feelings of grief that
parents of preemies experience; in Chapter 3 we will elaborate on the emotions particularly
challenging to work through, among them anger, guilt, and powerlessness. By beginning this
book with some explanations about grief and strategies for coping, we hope to provide you with
a supportive context for braving the emotional journey of parenting your premature baby and
child.Wrestling with Opposing EmotionsI saw my baby for a split second. It was the happiest and
saddest moment of my life. I was the proudest mother in the world; I was also so scared for this
poor, innocent little baby who needed so much more time in his mother. My husband and I
glowed ... but it was a sad glow. —MistyShe was so tiny. I was just sitting there looking at her. I
was thinking, “Oh, my God, that’s my baby.” I was just really afraid. ... She didn’t look like a real
baby, but like a medical experiment gone awry. She looked absolutely horrible. She wasn’t
moving at all, except for her chest going up and down. But she was also really beautiful. I liked
the way her mouth and chin looked. It was just so cute. —BrookeBewilderment comes to mind. I
couldn’t quite get my mind around the fact that he was finally here. I couldn’t quite take in that he
was so fragile. I couldn’t figure out the turmoil of emotions rolling around inside. I was wrung with
tenderness for this little delicate creature. I wanted to hold him to my face and feel his skin and
envelop him with kisses. I wanted to smell his skin and stroke his face while I studied his
features. I wanted to play with his hands. I wanted to experience his presence and I couldn’t. I
was numb and I was on fire at the same time. I was panicked and exhilarated. I was living a
paradox of emotions. —LauriePregnancy and childbirth, by their very nature, stir up
contradictory reactions in most expectant parents. High hopes and deep worries, joyful



anticipation and pronounced ambivalence, excitement and nonchalance are common for
parents, during even the easiest pregnancies. Troubles turn up both the emotional intensity and
the dissonance several notches.You get this honeymoon, the first twenty-four hours [after
delivery], and the kids are coasting on all their juices from mom, and they’re doing pretty good.
They’re intubated, but we were told that they were doing fine and there was a little while of joy.
And then that wore off, and it wore off quite quickly. By that evening, things had definitely
become sad. I had a cot in the room where Debbie was staying, and I’m not real big on crying,
but I remember lying there crying because I knew—and I don’t know how I knew or what I knew
exactly—that surely we were in for some serious trouble. And so it was really hitting me at this
point. So this joy we had, this joy over the excitement of having twins, lasted for an hour before it
came to an end, and then it was bad. —MitchWhen an expectation is violated, you may feel both
surprised and betrayed, as if the rug has been pulled out from under you. Intense feelings of
disappointment and fear may overcome your hopes and dreams. Yet your hopes and dreams are
still there, and so you vacillate between opposing emotions. This flip-flopping can be confusing
and exhausting. For instance:• You may fear the worst, but because you are too frightened to
consider the possibilities, you try to remain positive and hopeful.• Your hope that everything will
turn out okay gives you confidence, but your worries make you uncertain.• Your feelings of joy
that your baby survived are coupled with sadness for what you and your baby have lost.• Proud
that you carried your baby past a certain number of weeks, you may also feel a deep sense of
failure that you weren’t able to bring your baby closer to term.• You may think that you must
somehow have contributed to your baby’s current situation, even though rationally you know you
are not responsible for it.• You may feel responsible for what happens to your baby, yet
powerless to do anything to change the situation.• Although you long for your baby, you may
resist going to see him or her in the NICU because you dread what you will see.• When you do
see your baby, you may feel a surge of devotion or numb detachment.• You may feel resentment
toward the NICU or certain medical professionals and, at the same time, eternal gratitude for the
technology and the skilled and dedicated staff who are working to save your baby’s life.• You
may pity the families whose babies are doing worse than yours and envy those whose babies
are doing better.• The ups and downs of your infant’s medical course during the NICU stay may
bring on unpredictable extremes of optimism and pessimism.• When your baby comes home,
you may be eager to get out of the house or have family and friends over, but you’re also terrified
because of the dangers it could pose to your baby.• As you watch your baby grow, you are
grateful for every milestone achieved but always worried about the next one.Although these
competing feelings can be quite bewildering, they are naturally complex reactions to a complex
situation. At times, your emotions may seem to lack rhyme or reason. If you’re the mother, your
postpartum hormonal fluctuations may contribute to your sense of emotional instability.Besides
experiencing opposing emotions, you may also experience varying levels of emotion, from
intensity to numbness, especially early on. The numbness, especially, can be quite baffling
because it doesn’t match the intensity of the situation.It all happened so fast, really, that I



couldn’t keep up. My thoughts, my reactions, my emotions—I just couldn’t swallow it all. It almost
seemed like a dream sequence. The neonatologist visited me while I was in labor, to inform me
of what circum-stances we would be facing. He told me there was a fifty-fifty chance she would
die and, if she lived, a fifty-fifty chance she would be severely damaged in some way. I just
couldn’t get my mind around it. I was devastated, but it all seemed so unreal. It was so sudden
and unexpected. —ReneeI zoned out. I went numb and stayed numb for a very long time. I was
dealing with the most traumatic event of my life. ... I had feelings, but looking back ... I was a
zombie. —MistyYou may wonder how you can be so emotionless, especially during a crisis.
Remind yourself that numbness is a necessary and normal protective mechanism. Traumatic
events and frightening facts can be simply too much to take in all at once. Denial lets you hold
out hope that everything will turn out okay. Detachment from the situation gives you a chance to
recuperate, to build your reserves. Detachment from your baby lets you absorb difficult
information at a pace that is not so overwhelming. That’s why life takes on a surreal quality while
you gradually grow used to your new situation, slowly understand what is happening to your
baby, and begin to envision what lies ahead.During the ultrasound, I could tell immediately
something was wrong. My funny, fun-loving doctor was serious and straight-faced. I thought the
worst. Then he said, “I am not finding a flow in the umbilical cord of baby A.” My heart sank. I was
quiet, waiting for him to say something. He just kept looking and looking. I said, “What does that
mean?” He said that the flow was diminished and the baby was not getting enough nutrition. I
honestly thought that no flow would have meant the baby had died and was getting no oxygen. I
was being incredibly calm, now that I look back at it. —PamelaIt still hadn’t quite sunk in that I’d
just given birth. They put me in a wheelchair and took me down the hall to the NICU. There is no
way anyone can ever be prepared for that first look at your baby in this condition. I had never
seen anything so small in my life ... he looked like a tiny roast. Lying there in his big square
plastic pan covered with cellophane, looking all shiny and greased up, with the heat lamps
glaring above him. He honestly looked like he was being cooked. I couldn’t look at him anymore.
I went to my room, curled up with Jon, and cried myself to sleep. —AmiYou may look back in
disbelief or embarrassment for being so naive about your situation, so in shock, so full of denial.
Rest assured, your reactions were natural and to be expected. Even neonatal health care
providers have similar responses when it happens to their own babies. Some of the neonatal
specialists we interviewed remembered being in complete denial that premature delivery was a
possibility, even in the face of preterm labor. Others remembered being all too well aware of what
was going on and the dire possibilities, but were still disbelieving and uncertain. And after their
babies’ births, they all grieved as any parent of a preemie does. When it’s your own life, no
amount of experience and knowledge can shield you from the emotional realities. This is how
Dianne, a neonatal nurse, describes her reactions:I was terrified, along with my husband. Things
happened very quickly. She cried, we cried, and the journey began. Her delivery was late at
night and I was drugged, so I didn’t see her until the next day. I woke up very distraught and cried
uncontrollably while answering the phone of friends and family who called. … I’ll never forget



when I saw the name tag over her bed with our last name on it—I wasn’t sure if I could withstand
the fear, sadness, and guilt I felt…. still trying to comprehend how this could be happening to me.
What will tomorrow bring? —DianneSoon enough, the shock starts to wear off, and you alternate
between numbness and being overcome with emotion. Sometimes you’ll still feel oddly
detached or far away, but at other times, something will trigger a flood, and the intensity of your
reaction may surprise you. Acknowledge what a difficult time this is and remind yourself that your
emotions and behaviors are common to many parents of preemies. Whatever thoughts,
memories, and feelings you’re having, you’re entitled to them. Don’t try to stifle them.
Detachment helps you grasp the reality of what’s happening to you, but emotional flooding gives
you a chance to release and work through your feelings. Intense situations can produce intense
responses.On the third day, I was wheeled down to the NICU. I didn’t notice any of the thirty
other babies I passed. I was in a haze. But when I saw my son, I immediately fell in love with him.
I cried, but I don’t know why. I just remember being very hot and weak and woozy. —LauraWhen
they were born, I refused to leave the hospital. I thought they would die, so I wanted to spend
every moment they were alive with them. (At least I think that’s what I was feeling. I just know I
couldn’t leave them. They needed me, and I needed them.) After many days, my mother-in-law
and mother talked me into getting some fresh air. Of course, what we saw as we walked outside
were new parents videotaping taking their new baby home. I lost it at that moment, and maybe
for the first time, I was really able to cry. —StephieThe preemie experience includes lots of things
I don’t want to experience, and feelings that don’t fit in very well with my idea of how mothers are
supposed to feel. I have found that it’s hard for me to accept my whole contradictory bag of
feelings. —KrisIt is so important for you to recognize that these emotional waves, storms, and
calms are a normal part of weathering pregnancy complications, early delivery, postpartum
adjustments, the time in the NICU, the period after homecoming, and even developmental
evaluations. The storms can be quite intense and the waves quite unpredictable during a crisis,
transition, or setback, but they generally smooth out over time, and you’ll find respite in the
calms. It is normal to feel crazy, but you won’t feel this way forever. Here are some initial coping
strategies to try as you begin your journey. For an in-depth discussion of these and other coping
strategies, turn to later sections in this chapter, as well as Chapter 3.• Find out what happened.
Knowing your “story” has a tremendous healing effect. If you don’t have clear memories of
certain parts of the experience, ask your obstetric team and your baby’s health care providers to
fill in the gaps. Request medical records: the written play-by-play can illuminate what you and
your baby have gone through. Knowing where you’ve been and how you got where you are can
help you make sense of what has happened. Knowledge restores your feelings of control and
mastery in the face of the unexpected.• Let your numbness work for you. Detachment gives you
the time you need to absorb and comprehend traumatic events. Don’t fight it.• Give yourself
permission to feel the wide range of your emotions. In your struggle to make sense of what is
happening, a number of feelings and reactions need to find a place inside you.• Identify your
feelings. Dealing with individual feelings is easier than confronting a huge, confusing mass of



pain.• Accept your painful feelings. Feelings of pessimism, dread, fear, failure, powerlessness,
guilt, and sadness do not mean you’re a bad parent. Good parenting has to do with facing your
feelings and dealing with them constructively. Doing so frees you to be there for your baby. As
Kris observes, “Accepting the hard parts and the hard feelings head on helps me be open to the
joy.”• Recognize that “feeling” and “being” are two different things. Feeling guilty is not the same
as being guilty. Feeling like a failure is not the same as being a failure. Acknowledge that you are
doing the best you can—and know that your best will continually get better and better.• Write
about your experiences and your feelings. Putting your story and your emotions down on paper
can help you gain perspective and make sense of what’s going on. This can help you cope and
feel less bewildered.• Talk about your experiences and your feelings. Share what has hap-pened
(or is happening) and how you feel about it with someone who can be supportive and who does
not dismiss or minimize your emotions. Talking can summon the support you need.• Take care of
yourself physically. Eat healthy foods, exercise, and get adequate sleep. If your body is strong,
your ability to cope becomes stronger, too. This is especially important for mothers recovering
from pregnancy and delivery.• Accept your partner’s reactions, whatever they may be. Your
partner’s reactions and the timing of his or her emotional highs and lows may differ from your
own. Accept each other’s feelings and expect to be out of sync. Remember that the two of you
most likely share many of the same emotions. (For more on this subject, see “You and Your
Partner” in Chapter 19.)• Arrange support for your children. If you have other children, you face
the added challenge of supporting them while your own emotional reserves are running low.
Enlist the help of all your children’s secondary caregivers and other familiar people (teachers,
relatives, friends, and others) in providing extra support and caring. This outside support can
give you the respite you need to keep from completely draining your emotional energy stores.
(For more information, see “Your Other Children” in Chapter 19.)The remainder of this chapter
focuses on the grieving process, because pivotal to your emotional calms and storms is your
bereave-ment, or sense of loss, and how you mourn, cope, adjust, and heal.The Grieving
ProcessMany parents of preemies are shocked at how deeply distressed they are by the early
birth of their baby or babies. Both the intensity of their feelings and the wide range of different
emotions they are experiencing can be quite bewildering. During the course of their baby’s
hospital stay, many parents feel as if they are on a roller coaster of hope and despair. Even after
homecoming and as their preemie grows, parents may feel interminably on edge. They wait and
watch their child’s growth and development for signs of damage or delay. Pride and fear
intermingle. If their child shows impairment, this can be a significant source of ongoing distress.
Whatever the situation, grieving is a normal and healthy process that can continue over months
and years, at varying levels of intensity and expressed in many different ways. Still, most parents
are surprised that the grieving process is so powerful, complex, and extended.The emotional
side of having a premature baby can be very dark indeed. And the dark feelings (by this I mean
feelings that you hesitate to speak about) come at different stages of the preemie journey. At
least this has been true for me. —AnneWhen you deliver prematurely, grief is at the emotional



core of your experience. It encompasses all of your painful feelings, including sorrow, guilt,
anger, regret, and more. Love, joy, and hope are also part of this emotional core, but to
appreciate or even feel the positives, it helps to get a handle on the pain. Facing your grief and
your baby’s difficulties head on makes it easier to cope with the wide range and complexity of
your emotions. As you cope with your feelings of grief, you work through and gradually let go of
your painful feelings. And by remaining open to all of your emotions, you can experience the
affectionate, satisfying, and happy feelings that are also central to your journey.Moreover, when
you deal with your painful feelings, you make room in your heart for a loving relationship with
your baby. Remaining open to your emotions enables you to form a strong bond with your baby,
which benefits you both. You feel more confident and competent as a parent, and your baby
thrives under your sensitive, nurturing attention.If the unthinkable should happen and your baby
should die, you both will have reaped the rewards of that closeness, however short your baby’s
life. Facing your pain frees you to have a meaningful relationship with this child. If your baby has
ongoing problems, the sorrow doesn’t disappear, but as you get to know and love your baby, the
joy becomes more prominent. Whatever the situation, your bond with your baby can be a source
of comfort and healing.Facing your grief involves• Acknowledging that delivering early and
parenting a preemie can be a traumatic turn of events• Recognizing the specific losses
associated with your baby’s premature birth• Learning about the grieving process and ways to
cope• Figuring out ways to come to terms with your most challenging feelings and
experiencesThe Trauma of Premature BirthPremature birth turns your world upside down.
Instead of a joyous family experience, your baby’s arrival becomes an alarming medical ordeal.
Not knowing what will happen, you face an avalanche of terrible possibilities that you feel
helpless to prevent. Your tiny baby, whom you love more than anything, may be very sick. Not
even the doctors may know if your baby will survive or eventually be normal and healthy.
Powerless to do anything to change events, you may be filled with fear and paralysis, agitation,
and distress.The shock of an early delivery can be deeply traumatic. Add to this the difficulties of
adjusting to the NICU and figuring out how to have a meaningful and rewarding relationship with
your sick, often unresponsive infant. Even after homecoming, parenting a preemie can be
challenging. You may have extra worries and tasks associated with germs, illness, development,
therapy, feeding, growth, interaction, fussiness, hypersensitivities, and possible or actual
disabilities. Attending follow-up clinics, doctors’ appointments, and therapies can consume
much of your time and attention. You want your child to have the best possible chance to fulfill
his or her potential, but you never imagined that parenting could be this hard.Give yourself
permission to acknowledge the trauma of this birth and the difficulties you and your baby face.
Recognize your losses.The Mosaic of LossesOn the second night of my stay in the hospital, I
was lying in bed, trying to sleep. On either side of me, I could hear babies crying and the
enthusiastic, “Oh, he’s so cute” from nurses and families. Alone in my bed, I felt my hand stray to
my stomach, so recently purged of its little occupant. I felt then that I had lost on two planes: my
baby was no longer inside me, but he wasn’t physically near me, either. —ClaireHaving a



premature baby means experiencing many complicated losses. You lose the last weeks or
months of your pregnancy, that time you were counting on to prepare for the arrival of your baby.
You lose trust in your body’s ability to carry a baby to term. You lose the kind of labor and delivery
you wished for. You lose the moments after birth, which you may have fantasized about for
months—the first meeting, cuddling, and nursing of your newborn. You lose the glory and
celebration that normally accompany the birth of a baby. Instead, you find yourself going home
with empty arms. As Gallice notes sadly, “It is so hard to leave without the baby. You’re broken—
just broken.”I felt like I had lost my pregnancy. I had just started to show and had recently bought
new maternity clothes that I never got to wear. I was looking forward to looking pregnant. It was
my turn to be pampered and doted on. I didn’t have a baby to bring home either. Not that we
were ready for a baby. There had been no shower yet. There was no baby’s room. —LauraI lost
the beautiful birth at home that I had in mind. I lost the first two weeks of my son’s life. I noticed
one day that a nurse had clipped his fingernails. I felt angry that it wasn’t me clipping his nails
and that I had lost that time to do those things for my son. —RubyGoing home was the worst.
Instead of leaving the hospital in a wheelchair holding my baby—like you see in the movies, and
like I saw every day when I went to visit my son in the NICU—I left in a wheelchair by myself. It
was almost like I didn’t have a baby, or like my baby had died. —SallyWhen your heartfelt plans
and fantasies dissolve, you naturally experience feelings of loss and grief. Returning to the
hospital to gaze at your infant through the barriers of incubator, tubes, tape, and wires, you
mourn for all that might have been. You may also grieve for what you perceive to be your baby’s
losses: the loss of the warmth and safety of your womb, the loss of your touch, the loss of
innocence and purity that results from being poked and prodded under bright lights. You may
grieve because you feel helpless to ease your baby’s struggles.After I was in the recovery room,
they wheeled me into the NICU, and I saw him for the first time—I saw him the way I would come
to know him. He was so tiny and frail. I started to cry. I was terrified. A nurse came over to tell the
doctors or me that he was doing good, but I didn’t even hear her. I was in my own little world. I
just wanted him to be a “normal” baby. —LoriBrand-new babies aren’t supposed to need
intensive care. Parents’ arms are supposed to be enough. —RikkiLosses may accumulate over
the weeks or months your infant spends in the NICU. You may wonder how to comfort and get to
know your tiny baby in this forbidding environment. This is not the way you had imagined
building a relationship with your little one. Holidays, special occasions, and milestones can be
painful because they aren’t the way you had imagined them to be. You might feel a loss of
community because most other parents are unaware of what your baby is going through and are
certainly in the dark about what this experience is like for you. Even you and your partner could
feel distant from each other. And homecoming is not the end of the ordeal for most parents. You
will continue to deal with the emotional fallout of this experience, as well as your baby’s special
needs, however mild or transient they may be.There are so many things I wish had been
different for us. I still get teary when I think of all we missed out on and how hard we have had to
fight to get where we are. There are so many losses associated with this whole thing that it’s



hard to see all of them. Every time I think about Stephen’s birth and NICU days and early life, I
can think of one more thing I wish I had done differently. Or I think of something I wish the
doctors and nurses had done differently. None of those things can be changed now, and I will
never have another chance to have a baby. —TracyI feel the “loss” of the visions I had for my
firstborn child, and this is a never-ending emotion I imagine I will always have. —DianaYou may
be overcome by grief for specific things you hadn’t realized meant so much to you. You may cry
whenever you see a woman ripe with pregnancy. Your heart may ache whenever you see an
infant who was born at term at the time that your baby was due. That’s what your baby would be
like now if only—if only. You may also feel the loss of the many rites of passage into parenthood:
baby showers, childbirth classes, packing the hospital bag. You might feel excluded when you
hear other parents compare notes about the miracles and pains of full-term pregnancy and birth.
You may cringe when you hear parents discuss the joys of those initial weeks at home, cuddling
with a newborn baby. You may feel awkward when others talk about the typical growth and
development of their term children. It seems that you and your experiences just don’t fit in, and
you may feel as if you’re missing out on what is supposed to be a joyful highlight of your
life.Furthermore, you’ve lost your innocence. This experience undermines your beliefs about life,
safety, goodness, health, and power. You may struggle with feelings of vulnerability and
powerlessness as you come to realize that you don’t have as much control over your life as you
once thought you did: your sense of confidence or grounding can be shaken as you peer into an
uncertain future. You may also question your religious convictions, your faith in Western
medicine, or your trust in certain medical professionals. Eventually, as you come to terms with
what has happened, you will modify your philosophies and adjust your expectations. But in the
beginning, losing your sense of control and safety can be most unnerving. And if you’ve
experienced traumatic loss in the past, you may have especially strong feelings of dread (“Oh,
no, not again”) or hopelessness (“Bad things always happen to me”).I did not see any change in
my role as a father, but what did come out of it was a recognition that the medical establishment
does not necessarily do things for the benefit of the patient, nor is it as scientific as I had
previously thought. —MarcoSince the birth, I have felt tremendous loss in many areas. “How it’s
supposed to be” is rather broad and covers all of the losses. But that’s it in a nutshell. We lost
“how it’s supposed to be.” —CindyWhatever your situation—if your baby is healthy and
developing normally, if your infant has continuing medical or developmental problems, or
especially if your baby dies—you’ll have a long list of losses, big and small, that you need to
acknowledge. Pinpointing those losses makes it possible to know what you are grieving. Naming
your losses makes them tangible. When you name them, you assert that you are entitled to feel
the way you do, that your losses are real. This can make your grief more
manageable.Understanding GriefBecause grief is so painful, some people believe that grieving
is bad—something to be avoided or to be gotten over as quickly as possible. But grief isn’t a
problem to be solved; it’s a process that unfolds. The grieving process also has great value as it
provides the means for you to come to terms with your baby’s prematurity. Grieving is what



enables you to heal.Grief is also complicated. It is more than just sorrow, and more than a set of
stages that you pass through. At any time after a crisis hits, you can experience a mixture of
painful, sometimes bewildering feelings. You may find it helpful to think of grief as a fluid
experience of sadness, anger, guilt, regrets, failure, longing, fear, disbelief, numbness and
emptiness, preoccupation, confusion, anxiety, irritability, hopelessness, depression,
powerlessness, and agony.When our baby was in the NICU, my predominant emotion was
anxiety. It was hard not to worry. I felt guilty initially, wondering if I should have gone to the
hospital sooner, and so on. I also felt a little angry that my doctors hadn’t hospitalized me when
the bleeding didn’t stop. I mostly felt bad for my daughter, feeling that she had done nothing to
deserve this, and here she was, put in this terrible situation. —MaryI cried my eyes out. I felt
faint, extremely scared, and guilty for bringing such a small, frail, innocent child into this situation
that I really had no control over. I was so scared to love her because I truly felt that she would not
make it. She was so tiny. Her skin was almost transparent. There were so many machines, tubes,
IVs, beeps, and buzzes. She was so small that I thought there was absolutely no way she could
survive without the grace of God. She was so helpless looking. I questioned myself about why I
didn’t have an abortion at the beginning of my complicated pregnancy. I felt like a complete
failure. I questioned why I could not have a normal pregnancy and birth like other women. I felt
cheated and very hurt, but above all I felt the greatest sense of fear I have ever felt in my whole
life! —JillianYou may also experience physical symptoms, such as fatigue, sleeplessness,
sighing, breasts leaking milk, poor appetite, crying spells, shortness of breath, tightness in the
throat or stomach, clenched jaw, heart palpitations—all of these are manifestations of anxiety or
depression.It can be impossible to predict how you’ll feel day to day: there are no timetables. You
may even begin to grieve before your baby is born. Anticipatory grief is how you deal with the
uncertainties that surround a high-risk pregnancy or a premature baby’s outcome. And as each
loss, anticipated or not, comes to fruition, you grieve anew. Recognize that your painful feelings
will ebb and flow, and that as the initial shock wears off, you will probably feel worse rather than
better. This can be disheartening. But gradually the ups will become more frequent and the
downs more gentle and fewer.As part of the ebb and flow of your emotions, you are also likely to
experience “anniversary reactions.” At first, you may feel most unsettled or sad at certain times
of the day or week. As time passes, you may notice that you feel especially blue at certain times
of the month or year. It’s as if your body remembers and associates certain conditions with your
pregnancy, your baby’s birth, and his or her time in the NICU. Acknowledging these
anniversaries helps you make sense of emotional spikes. Take advantage of these opportunities
to process more layers of feelings, advancing your journey of healing. And even though you may
revisit painful emotions, you are not in the same place you were the last time you felt them. This
is how the threads of grieving, coping, and healing intertwine.Indeed, over time you will visit and
revisit your grief about some of your more significant losses. For example, you may find that you
grieve the end of your pregnancy during preterm labor or complications, again when you deliver,
and later at your due date. You may grieve for this loss when you see other women in their last



trimester and again with any subsequent pregnancies and deliveries. Each time, you’ll grieve in
different ways, from different perspectives. It may feel like regression, but it’s actually a healing
progression.Adjustment and healing happen gradually over time. Your sadness and longing will
mellow, and you’ll be able to move ahead into the future. Your life will never be the same, but
you’ll reach a point where you can accept what happened, let go of “what might have been,” and
acquire a sense of peace. Even if your child has ongoing problems, you can still get to this place,
even though it can take a long time. (For more on grieving disabilities, see Chapter 18.)I have
good days and I have bad days. It is nice for me to know that as time goes on, the ‘bad’ days are
fewer and farther between. I felt more numbness while it was going on than I do now. Sometimes
the flashbacks and intense feelings of it happening again are more than I can handle. I am so
thankful that my husband is as understanding and open about this situation as he is. I think
about everything much more than we talk about it. The week after I got home was a very tough
week for me. Everything hit. Then there was a time soon after Alison was discharged that I just
wanted to forget about the whole thing and for no one to talk about it. I had a desire just to go on
with life. I still find myself looking at Alison and wondering how we both made it through this and
saying a prayer of thanksgiving that we did. Everything took its toll, but it is getting easier as time
goes on. —StacyThese feelings of acceptance and peace are hallmarks of adapting, coming to
terms with a difficult experience. But in the beginning, you may feel that you’ll never be able to
accept what has happened, much less feel at peace. You may feel overwhelmed, that your grief
is bottomless. How can you go on, you wonder, when healing may be months or even years
away? But even in the depths of your despair, you are healing. As you mourn and cope, you are
gradually coming to terms with your losses and adjusting to new realities. By shedding the tears
and feeling the pain, you are engaged and actively participating in your emotional recovery.
Grappling with your emotions and letting them flow through you, rather than drowning in them or
pushing them away, are healing steps. Before you can see light at the end of the tunnel, you
need to cry a certain number of tears or feel a certain number of pangs. You only have to shed
each tear or feel each pang once, after which you move closer to a less painful place. Even as
you grieve, you are healing.There is no right or wrong way to grieve. You may experience a wide
range of feelings and physical symptoms, or a narrow range. All parents of preemies experience
some similar emotions and behaviors, but no two parents follow the same path. You will make
your own path, find your own way, and do what you need to do., Your feelings are valid and
natural, however and whenever you experience them, and you are not alone.Common Feelings
of GriefI have often used the phrase “birth without joy” to describe my daughter’s premature
arrival. —ReneeAlthough situations vary widely among premature babies and their parents,
there are many common emotions. The more significant or numerous your losses, the more
intense and long lasting your feelings may be. You may experience glimmers or rushes of
positive emo-tions such as love, pride, and delight, but negative feelings tend to dominate those
early weeks or months when your baby is in the hospital. After discharge, your positive emotions
may be more pervasive, but negative feelings can still surge or even rule while you adjust to



home. Sorrow, fear, and confusion are jarring to feel at a time you’d expected to be filled with joy
and confidence.Besides struggling to understand the medical implications of premature birth for
your child, you may feel overcome by some or all of the following:• Shock and numbness•
Unexpectedly intense sadness• Persistent worries• Yearning to be close to your baby• Guilt over
your perceived failures and shortcomings• Powerlessness in the face of so many uncertainties•
Isolation from others• Anger about the situation• Envy or resentment of others• Fears about the
future• Longing for what might have beenAlthough you may feel discouraged by this long list of
painful emotions, you can also feel affirmed. Having a premature baby poses a number of
exceptional challenges, and your feelings are natural reactions to distressing situations. The
following descriptions can help you recognize and acknowledge the emotions that make up your
grief.Shock and Numbness There will be times, particularly immediately after hearing bad news,
that you may feel as though you are in shock. When you are first told the facts of your critical
condition, the imminent delivery, your baby’s birth, his or her fragile condition, or with each
health crisis or developmental concern, the full scope of reality may not sink in for several days.
This is a protective mechanism that shields you from the full impact of each emerging situation.
You may appear to be taking things in stride, because the enormity of it all hasn’t hit you
yet.During and shortly after your baby’s birth, it is natural to experience pervasive emotional
numbness. As your disbelief fades and you get a handle on the situation, the painful feelings of
grief will arise. Still, throughout the following months—or longer if your baby has ongoing
medical problems or emerging developmental ones—it is normal to have occasional brief
periods of numbness.My only thought was “it’s too early. ... ” I was in shock. I had the textbook
pregnancy. I gained the correct amount of weight, tried to eat good food, exercised, was active.
Until the time after I delivered, I don’t remember feeling anything. I remember knowing that it was
the wrong time and maybe it would all end in awaking from a dream. —AndraI had so little time
to dwell on the prospect of an early delivery. It was five days from warning to delivery. I didn’t face
it at all. And after the birth, I was so numb I really don’t know what I felt or how I acted. —CindyI
was on automatic, I think. People would come in, and I would laugh and joke with the nurses and
the doctors. But it wasn’t really me. I wasn’t feeling anything. I would go down and look at my
daughter, and talk to her doctor and find out information, and file it back into my brain without
letting it go through any emotions first. —BrookeI didn’t know what I was supposed to do, how I
was supposed to feel, or even what I felt. I wanted to hide, to run away, and yet I couldn’t. I
wanted to cry and scream and keen, yet the tears wouldn’t come. I wanted to mourn and grieve,
but no one had died, nothing was gone, except my dreams—and how could I sob for lost dreams
when my baby was fighting for life? I was lost and alone. —LeanneSadness Sorrow is only
natural—you face many losses when your baby is delivered early. You miss out on that time of
eager anticipation. The birth becomes a crisis instead of a purely joyful event. You must post-
pone your dreams of precious snuggles, nursing, and proud showing off. Instead, you face fears
about suffering, prolonged hospitalization, lifelong disability, and infant death. If any of these
fears comes to fruition, your sorrow becomes that much deeper and longer lasting.I can



remember putting both hands on my pregnant belly, and I patted and stroked both my unborn
babies. I told them that I was sorry, that I loved them, and then I prepared to say good-bye. All
that night I waited. No matter what I tried to do, I was sure my body was going to override it and
reject my babies. —RikkiAs soon as the doctor left the room, I began to cry. Not because I was
scared but because I knew that my girls would literally have to fight for their lives. I knew deep
down that I should have been expecting the worst. Instead, I tried to think positive and hope that
nothing would go wrong. The nurse assistants kept telling me not to worry, but I wasn’t worried,
only sad. Sad that they would not have a good chance. —RosaPersistent Worries When you
deliver prematurely, it seems only fitting that you should be anxious for your baby’s well-being.
What you may be unprepared for is the intensity of this anxiety, which may be far and above
what you’ve experienced before. Your worries may know no bounds. When your baby’s condition
is perilous, fear is a constant companion. As you peer at your baby, surrounded by the wonders
and coldness of medical technology, you may feel alternately grateful for what medicine can do
and fearful for what it cannot.I was afraid of death. I didn’t think I could live with that. I remember
being very afraid even to ask if you had a funeral for babies who died as preemies. Just to get
the words out of my mouth, to even ask the question, I remember being so scared to say it. I
remember walking around the mall, looking at doll clothes, and thinking what I’d have to bury my
babies in. The thought that I might have to do that was just, really, really unbelievable. —
StephieThere are few guarantees in the NICU. If you tend to be a worrier or if you are
uncomfortable with uncertainty or loose ends, the unknowns will be doubly hard for you to bear.
If you mistrust the care your baby is receiving or modern medical technology itself, this is likely to
heighten your anxiety. That’s why early on, before you’ve come to believe in the nurses or
learned about the treatments, you may feel that you must stand guard over your little one. If
developmental or medical problems persist, your worries will continue as well, along with the
realization that for your child, there are few guarantees in the NICU or beyond. (There are many
aspects of anxiety, worries, fear, and vulnerability, and there is more specific information and
support for coping throughout the book. See sections with those key words in Chapters 3–8, 10,
13, 14, and 17.)I could not figure out how in the world a baby could survive being born at barely
past the halfway mark. His poor little lungs were trying so hard to develop, now how could they?
What about his eyes? Would I get to hear him cry? Would I end up with a C-section? He was
turned properly, but what if something happened? What if my baby died? I would have to go too.
I couldn’t handle it. There’s no way. —AmiIf you or your partner experienced life-threatening
complications before or during the birth, this is another source of worry. As a father, you are
concerned about your baby, but it is natural for you to focus on your partner’s recovery. As a
mother, you may concentrate on your baby’s condition and even feel guilty for worrying about
your own health while your baby struggles to live.Yearning For many parents, the loss of a joyful
birth is a devastating disappointment. Instead of holding your slippery baby right away, you are
separated. Bonding with your newborn can feel especially difficult, and you may worry about the
mixed feelings you have for your baby. With parenting urges in full bloom, you may yearn to be



close to your baby, yet your baby’s fragile condition or your hospital’s policies discouraging
parents from holding their babies, even when they are stable, may thwart these desires. You
might give anything to snuggle your baby close, but you may fear doing so. You may struggle
with how much to invest emotionally in a baby who may die. Should you celebrate or mourn your
baby’s birth? You may do both, but feeling two such contradictory emotions simultaneously can
be unsettling. Nevertheless, all these diverse reactions are appropriate and normal aspects of
yearning for your baby. (For more support and ideas for getting close to your baby in the NICU,
see Chapters 7, 8, 9, and 10.)I didn’t want more drugs [painkillers after delivery], I just wanted
my baby. I spent most of the day crying and staring at the pictures of him. —TracyI was
terrified ... and so sad. I wanted to hold him, but at the same time I didn’t. But I do know that
when they wheeled him out of the delivery room, it felt as if they were tearing off a piece of me as
they left. —SterlingGuilt and Failure As responsible parents, you may wonder what you did or
didn’t do that contributed to your baby’s plight. As the mother, despite assurances to the
contrary, you may feel a sense of failure that you were unable to prevent complications. Having a
high-tech emergency delivery can feel like a tremendous defeat. As you watch health care
professionals provide for your baby, you may feel inadequate. You may also feel guilty about how
you are handling the situations connected with your baby’s birth and over time. You may blame
yourself for your child’s suffering or outcome. (For support in coping with these painful emotions
of guilt and failure, see Chapter 3.)I had these immense feelings of guilt as if somehow I had
failed her. She had to come out before she was ready, and I should have done something to stop
it. Those feelings are still there. I just cannot shake the thought that maybe I could have stopped
my labor. She has endured so much pain, and there was nothing that I could do to stop it. Had
she been born at the right time, she would have been saved all this trauma. —MoniYou go to the
hospital to have a baby, and then you come home without your child. ... All I remember is crying
all the way home and feeling guilty as I left my baby behind. It seemed to me as if I was
abandoning her. —JodiPowerlessnessI never felt as if I had control over my body with respect to
the pregnancy. It controlled me. —CindyAs pregnancy and delivery spin out of your control, you
are likely to feel entirely helpless. The NICU disorients you further with its technology and
confusing terminology. And there’s so much you’ve yet to learn about your baby’s condition.
Even as you adjust to the NICU, you may feel powerless as a parent, unable to meet your baby’s
complex needs by yourself. Especially if you are struggling with feelings of incompetence, you
may be reluctant to exert what little control you have. In fact, it may not even occur to you that
you do have some say in your baby’s care.You may also feel powerless in the face of so many
uncertainties. There is no way for you to ensure that your baby’s hospital stay will be short and
without crisis, and that he or she will emerge normal and healthy. If your child continues to need
hospitalization, therapies, equipment, or special-education services, you pass through one
foreign land after another. With each new challenge, it is natural to feel helpless initially. Mastery
takes time and practice.When you experience your newborn only through the portholes of an
incubator for the first few weeks of life, it is natural to feel as if you’ve lost control. Even if your



child’s hospital course, health, growth, and development are relatively uncomplicated, this
journey still didn’t start out the way it was supposed to. You never expected to feel this vulnerable
and unsure. (For more on powerlessness and coping, see Chapter 3.)The worst part is that you
have absolutely no control over anything. You do not make decisions about how your own child
sleeps, eats, dresses, and so forth. But most of all, you cannot just wave a magic wand and
make it all go away. You simply do not have that choice.In summary, all expectations of what
pregnancy and childbirth ought to be go out the window. —JenI had no expectations left. Every
dream that I had was ruined. —StacyIsolation Adding to your stress, you may feel isolated when
those around you don’t fully appreciate the emotional impact of your baby’s prematurity on you
and your partner. While your infant lies in the hospital, relatives and friends may have little
access or opportunity to welcome this new family member and share the joys and challenges
with you. If your baby is critically ill, they might not understand your grief over issues seemingly
unrelated to your child’s survival, such as the fact that you are unable to hold your baby as much
as you want. They may guard against investing emotionally in a baby who may die or who may
survive with medical illnesses or disabilities.After homecoming, your family and friends may not
comprehend your ongoing sense of loss, expecting you simply to be grateful that your baby has
survived. If your baby is relatively stable and comes home appearing healthy and on track,
others might question why you are still upset, minimizing your losses and your fears. You may
find it hard to reach out to others because you don’t know what you feel or need. You may feel
isolated from the community of “regular” parents. You may be coping with this crisis very
differently from your partner. This can be an intensely lonely time. (For more on getting the
support you need, see Chapters 19 and 20.)I was very hurt and offended when so many did not
acknowledge Molly’s birth. It apparently did not seem appropriate to others, but I wanted pink
balloons and congratulations! I wanted coming-home outfits and booties! I wonder now if what I
really needed was for someone, anyone, to acknowledge that I had given birth to a baby. —
ReneeI’d see other moms and dads with their babies—at work, the store, the hospital—and feel
completely left out of their world. —DianeAnger Anger naturally accompanies feelings such as
isolation, powerlessness, and anxiety. You may be angry that no one understands, angry that
there’s nothing you can do to make it stop, angry at the uncertainties, angry that this happened
at all. You may feel angry at yourself or angry at your baby. Your physical fatigue, stress, or illness
can also make you more irritable. Even as you hope for the best and try to cope with this turn of
events, you have every right to be hopping mad. You, your family, and your baby do not deserve
this. (For more on anger and coping, see Chapter 3.)Nothing seemed real as I lay in the bed in
the labor room, wait-ing for Jon and my mom to get there. I was scared and nervous, and really,
really mad. I couldn’t figure out what the hell (sorry) I had done to deserve this happening to me,
to my baby. —AmiAs it happened, I was only confined to bed for five days. But those five days
were very long. I was angry that I had to submit to the rules. Perhaps I was actually angry that
control had been taken away—a big issue with me. —CindyEnvy Outside the NICU, you may
feel bombarded by the sight of pregnant women and mothers with newborns and begrudge their



good fortune. Inside the NICU, while your baby struggles, you may notice that other parents get
to be more involved, taking care of or holding their babies. You may be green with envy, coveting
their special privil-eges. You might even harbor fantasies that their baby will have a setback so
that you can all be in the same boat. Although you may be horrified by these reactions, sure that
your thoughts are signs of true evil, rest assured that you are only trying to protect your fragile
condition. Making comparisons and envisioning others struggling right along with you helps you
to feel less alone and afraid. Misery needs company.They didn’t think he would make it twenty-
four hours. I went back to my room and just wept. In my room there was another mother, one who
had delivered a full-term, healthy little cherub. I was so jealous, so sad. Why couldn’t I be that
mother? —JaynaI could not look at a pregnant woman—even on TV—without feeling envious
and hurt. Inferior. Cheated. —ShainaA respiratory technician who cared for my boys was in the
latter stages of a pregnancy, as was a nurse on the unit, and the envy I felt toward them was an
ugly, wretched creature inside me. The chance to be healthy and carry a baby to term was a gift
they had that I had been denied. Being around them at this time in my life brought out the very
worst in me. —SusanFears about the Future The more precarious your baby’s condition, the
more you may worry about what the future holds. And contrary to what you may have hoped,
homecoming does not offer instant relief from those fears. Perhaps your baby’s long-term
prognosis remains uncertain. Even if your preemie grows healthy and robust, you may feel that
your child remains vulnerable. You are only too well aware that many premature babies are at
high risk for complications, even death, from common childhood illnesses. Concerns about
developmental progress can arise at any time. If your child is diagnosed with a pervasive
developmental problem, you may have worries about his or her long-term care. At a time when
you had hoped that things would finally settle down, you still face a new set of parenting
challenges and complicated feelings. (For many parents, facing and coping with fears about the
future is a recurring issue; for more support and information, see Chapters 3, 5, 8, 10, and 14–
18.)Longing for What Might Have Been Even as you adjust to what is, you may need to spend a
fair amount of energy grieving and longing for that easy nine-month pregnancy, healthy term
baby, and simple parenthood. Although it is painful, dwelling on what you’ve lost and
experiencing your feelings about that loss are natural and necessary steps toward revising your
original wishes and dreams. Because raising a premature baby sometimes means facing uncer-
tain medical and developmental outcomes, you may continue longing for and letting go of layers
of hopes and expectations as your child’s unique needs unfold.Longing is the essence of
grieving, just as letting go is the essence of healing. The transition from grieving to healing is a
gradual back-and-forth process that takes time. Eventually, you will also be able to let go of your
hurt, regret, and resentment. This paves the way for recognizing and accepting what you’ve
gained. Treasures arise out of your adversity, but you must discover them on your own terms, in
your own time. (For more on healing, see Chapter 23.)Coping and HealingHow do you cope with
the emotions of grieving? Sometimes, especially early on, you may feel as if you can’t. And that’s
okay. Give yourself permission to fall apart, to ignore responsibilities, to spend time alone with



just your feelings—doing this can be key to your ability to cope.The sections that follow suggest
some ways of coping, of expressing and dealing with grief. With the benefit of hindsight, many
parents point to these approaches as necessary tools to healing and surviving their emotional
journey—and their baby’s prematurity. The resources at the back of this book provide more
information, ideas, reassurance, and support. Chapter 3 contains more information on moving
through painful emotions and distressing reactions, and Chapter 23 discusses moving on.Let
Your Grief FlowWhen it comes to grief, many people admire stoicism. They’ll say, “She’s
handling it so well,” meaning that she doesn’t appear to be grieving—that she doesn’t talk about
the situation or look sad or cry. However, for mental health, coping well does not mean avoiding
grief. Coping well means facing your loss, feeling your emotions, and getting the support you
need.When your feelings are rising, do your best to take the time to honor them. Of course, this
is easier said than done. Grieving is hard work: it can make you feel broken, discouraged, and
overwhelmed. Naturally, you may try to resist your deepest feelings of sorrow. But in the long run,
facing your feelings is easier and healthier than habitually avoiding them. Grieving is what
enables you to adjust and adapt to your baby’s prematurity, whereas suppressing grief
sabotages your happiness, blocking your joy along with your sorrow.Suppressing grief can also
produce negative feelings about yourself, your baby, or others close to you. When you avoid
painful feelings, you may displace those negative feelings onto loved ones. Facing your
emotions helps you uncover their true source and frees you to see your baby, yourself, your
partner, and others in a positive light. (For more on the dangers of grief suppression, see
“Persistent Numbness and Avoidance of Grief” in Chapter 3.)So instead of trying to skate on the
surface of your grief, submerge yourself in it. Allow your painful feelings to flow through you. You
may fear that if you let go, you’ll never be able to pull yourself back together. But you will. Feeling
your grief doesn’t mean nonstop pain. There is a natural ebb and flow to grieving, moments of
intensity diffused with relief. Falling apart is always temporary and actually helps you to regain
control over your life. By taking the time and energy to explore the depths of your grief, you
release the powerful feelings you are holding inside: it is the brave, strong, smart thing to do.
Over time, you’ll discover that you can think back on your experiences and your baby’s ordeal
without being overcome with emotion.Here are a few coping tips for letting your grief flow that
you may find helpful:• Sort through your feelings and identify them individually. Untangling your
feelings makes your grief more manageable. For example, separate your feelings of anger over
what you consider to be heartless hospital policies from your natural feelings of helplessness
over your baby’s early birth and from your frustration about your lack of experience with your
preemie.• Give yourself time to adjust to the sights and sounds of the NICU and encourage
yourself to ask questions. The unknown is often more frightening than the known.• Allow yourself
to voice your fears and remind yourself that you are doing the best you can to nurture and
protect your baby. Facing your fears enables you to ask pertinent questions and get the
information and reassurance you need. If you feel guilty or inadequate, remember that these
feelings arise from your devotion to your baby and your desire to be a nurturing parent.• Read



about premature birth and preterm infants. Books and articles on coping with premature birth,
personal accounts by parents of preemies, and publications on medical, emotional, or spiritual
issues can offer insight, opportunities to release painful feelings, and the comfort of knowing
you’re not the only one to go through this experience.• Confide in people who can be responsive
and compassionate. Get into counseling and/or join a supportive group of parents of preemies.•
Engage in creative or athletic endeavors. These activities encourage the expression of emotions
or the release of tension, and they let you feel a sense of accomplishment.It can also help to
appreciate joy, hope, pride, delight, confidence, and love whenever and wherever you find them.
Over time, as you and your baby adjust, it is those positive feelings that will govern your lives.
Give yourself permission to feel overwhelmed and to fall apart—trusting that you can make it to
the other side.Have Realistic Expectations for Your GriefRecognize that certain things can
trigger your grief anew and accept that this will happen. The sight of a big pregnant belly, a
newborn snuggled in a parent’s arms, or the time of year when you delivered your baby can fill
you with longing or sadness. Antiseptic smells, beeping sounds, or songs you heard on the radio
at that time can also transport you instantly to those difficult days in the NICU. Even just driving
in the direction of the hospital can give you flashbacks. This return of grief can be discouraging—
but it is normal and to be expected. Reminding yourself that ups and downs are natural and
sometimes unpredictable can make your journey easier.I am so anxious about Brayden’s first
birthday tomorrow. I can hardly even breathe! The events around his birth are still so vivid to me,
almost haunting. I’ve been having nightmares for the past week and having panic attacks all day
long. I feel like a total mess! —JaynaI experience flashbacks whenever the boys have wheezing
incidents. I am so afraid that they will end up in the hospital again and their lives will be out of our
control again. One wheeze and I’m taken back four and a half years! —StephieWe, as parents,
don’t recover as quickly as we thought we did. There are lots of lingering issues—guilt,
disappointment, sadness—that may take a lifetime (or half of one) to resolve. —SueDwell on
Your BabyWhile your baby is in the hospital, it is normal for you to be preoccupied with him or
her. After all, following delivery you are primed to nurture your little one. But when your access to
your baby is limited, it can be supremely frustrating. Dwelling on your baby is a natural result.
Your thoughts can always be with your preemie, where they belong, especially when you can’t
be there in person.Others around you may encourage you to get your mind off your baby, to take
advantage of your baby’s confinement to get on with your “to-do” list unencumbered. But for you,
your baby may be the entire list. Health care providers may also encourage you to “get away”
and go do something “fun.” If you honestly think you will benefit from the break, do it. A change
can be renewing. However, if you feel uneasy about leaving your baby, then don’t. After all, it’s
normal that being with your baby should provide more comfort than not being there. If the nurses
criticize you for hovering, remind them that it is a parent’s job to be vigilant. As long as you are
fulfilling your own basic needs for nutrition, sleep, exercise, and relaxation, you aren’t being too
vigilant.As your preemie grows, you may need to grieve repeatedly and in different ways for early
losses, and also for newly found ones. Let yourself dwell periodically on your child, knowing that



this focus is temporary. By giving yourself permission to tighten your focus when you need to,
you free yourself up to attend to other things at other times.If you are still struggling with grief as
the months and years pass, you may worry that you are dwelling too much on your growing
preemie. If you feel stuck, trust your assessment and enlist the help of a professional therapist.
(For more on this, see “Professional Counseling” in Chapter 3.)Find Ways to Feel Close to Your
BabyEarly on, you may be frightened by your baby and the intensive medical technology around
him or her. You may feel intimidated by the medical staff, who know so much more than you do
about how to take care of your baby. It is normal to feel unsure about your role. It is natural to
want to protect yourself from getting too close to a baby who may die. However, no matter what
the future may bring, letting yourself feel close to your baby will help you move toward healing.
Finding ways to be close to your baby also builds your confidence as a parent. Nurturing your
baby is a way to do something positive in a difficult situation. (For more on building a relationship
with your baby in the NICU, see Chapters 8–10. For parenting your preemie at home, see
Chapters 14–19. If it fits, you might also want to read “Being with Your Baby” and “Keepsakes” in
the section “Affirming Your Baby” in Chapter 11.)Tell Your StoryTelling your story over and over
can be tremendously therapeutic. You can correspond with friends and relatives, updating them
with your baby’s progress as well as on how you’re doing. Talk about your baby and your
experiences with your partner, close family, supportive friends, a therapist, and to anyone who
asks and really wants to know what you think and how you feel. Your distress can be
dramatically reduced when you receive empathy from someone who accurately understands
your feelings about what you’re going through.You may find it especially comforting to turn to
other parents of preemies. There is something soothing about connecting with others who know
how it feels to have a premature baby. You don’t have to explain yourself or hide the truth. You
can talk about your baby without worrying that you’ll shock these people or, worse, have to
comfort them about your situation. You can grieve without having to fend off platitudes,
embarrassment, or efforts to “fix” you. Although you may prefer to keep your emotions private,
doing so can make you feel isolated and alone. Try to find at least one person (besides your
partner) with whom you can vent, be honest, and fall apart. (For more about getting support, see
Chapter 20.) For the most personal parts of your story, keep a journal where you can record your
experiences and your deepest thoughts and feelings. (For more on journaling, see Chapter 3.)It
would’ve been a help to be able to sit down with somebody. I’ve never really sat down and really
talked about all of it, because who wants to listen to it? And Bill doesn’t. We don’t want to dredge
it all back up again. But it would’ve been very helpful to be able to get it out, and to talk about it
with someone who either had gone through it or understood it a little bit or even just truly wanted
to hear. Talking about these things is so important and so incredibly cathartic. You can talk about
it ad nauseum, but now I know, it’s so important to get it out and talk about it, at least in my case.
So yes, I think that if I had talked to somebody and gone through the entire thing, it would’ve
really kind of let me let go of some of this sooner than I did. —JaimeeKeeping a journal was
helpful. I had been alone a lot of those scary times so I could write about what I was thinking.



Sometimes I couldn’t even sort out my thoughts, but if I wrote them down, somehow they made
some sense, or things came out that I didn’t even know I was thinking about. It gave some sort of
routine to my life when it was so chaotic. Plus, finding people to talk to who were going through
the same thing at the same time. I just talked to everybody. —StephieYou may believe, and some
people will tell you, that the quicker you can forget and move on, the better off you’ll be. But
parents never forget and, in fact, benefit from taking the time to process the details of everything
that happens to their baby. Dwelling on your experiences helps you to get in touch with your
deepest feelings of hurt and sadness. This is the path to truly coming to terms with your baby’s
birth and hospitalization and to integrating those experiences into your life.Accept the Support of
Others, However Clumsy It May SeemFriends and family generally mean well and want to be
helpful, but they may not know how. There is a lot of ignorance, not only about what prematurity
means for a baby, but what it means for the parents. People may make comments like these:
“Lucky you, missing out on the last three months, being so big.” Or “I wish my baby had been
born small like that. I’ll bet delivery was a snap.” Or “Oh, at that weight, I bet he’s so cute!” Or
“She’ll be home soon. She only needs to grow, right?” Or “Aren’t you over this yet? Your baby is
home and doing fine!” All of these comments come from ignorance, not cruelty. The speakers
are trying to help by encouraging you to look on “the bright side.” In our society, many people try
to ignore, belittle, or erase grief in an attempt to fix it.In the past, you too may have offered these
platitudes, but now you know how isolating and hurtful they can be. Forgive your friends’ and
relatives’ ignorance, just as those who have been through this before you have forgiven yours.
Educate the people you trust and lean on most about what you need. Tell them, write them a
note, or give them this book to read. After all, they want to know how they can support you. (See
Chapter 20 for more on dealing with others.)Accept That You and Your Partner Will Grieve
DifferentlyVariations in personality, socialization, philosophy, coping mechanisms, and
postpartum hormones affect how we grieve. Mothers and fathers also grieve differently because
they usually feel differing intensities of connection with the baby. Because the mother carried the
baby in her body and because her hormones are geared toward nurturing that child, it is natural
for her to feel a more intense grief over the disruption of her pregnancy.For many fathers, the
worst aspect is feeling helpless, unable to “fix” the situation. A common dynamic between
parents is that when the mother cries and the father can’t fix it, he may struggle with a sense of
failure. And, he may fear that her tears will never end. To complicate matters, it can be very
difficult for a dad to acknowledge his vulnerability—his feelings of failure and fear. Instead, he
may get angry or become distant to hide from his pain. At the same time, the mother may resent
the father for not simply accepting and sharing her tears.A sense of distance and isolation is
also common between grieving partners. Grieving is very much a solo journey, and it is natural
for parents to take turns grieving. When one partner is having an especially hard time, the other
may put grief aside to “hold down the fort” and tend to life’s day-to-day demands. As a result,
partners may feel miles apart.These differences make it easy to fall into the trap of judging each
other: “Since he buries himself in his work, he must not care about the baby” or “She’ll never get



over this if she doesn’t stop worrying about the baby and crying.” It can help for each parent to
remember that no two people grieve alike, even if they are soulmates. When you accept your
partner’s feelings, you acknowledge that each of you is entitled to whatever feelings you have.
You may not share your partner’s feelings or understand his or her reactions. You may even feel
anxious or disap-pointed about the way he or she is feeling. But by accepting each other’s
silences and tears, you provide the kind of sup-port, reassurance, and understanding that
promotes healing and affirms your commit-ment to your partner. (See Chapter 19 for more on
relationship issues and Chapter 4 for more about a father’s special grief and gender
differences.)At times, I really feel like I lost the first month of our [family’s] life together because
we weren’t able to be together twenty-four hours a day. My husband looks at it like—we were
able to get her early and get to know her before she was even due! —StacySeek Professional
CounselingJust as you see a doctor whenever you need help coping with physical illness, it
makes sense to see a counselor when you need help coping with emotional stress. (For more on
this subject, see “Professional Counseling” in Chapter 3.)Choose to Face Your Situation and Not
Let It Destroy Your LifeThis memory lives on in infamy in my mind—I remember leaving the
hospital, sitting at an intersection, just thinking to myself. At that point I must have realized that
Debbie’s fine and that these kids are about to be born, and maybe all the warnings [about the
complications of prematurity] from the neonatologists were playing in my head, and I realized
that these kids were at risk. And I remember sitting there thinking that if this is the hand of cards
that I’ve been dealt, so be it, I can deal with it. It’s kind of interesting that that’s the kind of hand
that I was dealt, but that’s all right, we can do something about that. No one told me this, but I
had an expectation that my kids were going to be mentally retarded and somehow physically
handicapped. I just thought, “I am going to get some really sick kids who are going to live, and
that was going to be my lot in life, to be a father to these kinds of kids.” And I was just thinking,
“Okay, that’s what you’re getting, and you’re going to rise to the occasion, that’s what you’re
going to do, and you’re going to take care of these kids. Maybe that’s not what you would have
ordered, but you don’t order your kids from L. L. Bean, and so that’s what you’re getting.” They
didn’t turn out that way ... but I remember thinking that, and it was a pretty heavy thought. That
thought has actually come back to me hundreds of times in the three years since then—seeing
myself sitting in the car, I can see what the dashboard looked like, thinking, “That’s the hand that
I was dealt.” — MitchFacing reality can be a significant key to survival. It’s your choice whether to
acknowledge what has happened or to cling to old expecta-tions. You can decide to face your
feelings and bring them out in the open or to hide from your grief. After a while, you can choose
whether to integrate your baby’s premature birth and its consequences into your life or be
defeated by them. You can empower yourself by facing your challenges or limit yourself by hiding
from them. You can move on with your present and into your future or remain stuck in your past.
Many parents mention that eventually they reach a point where they realize that they have
stopped wishing it hadn’t happened and have started learning to live with it. When you are ready,
you’ll do that, too.I think my key to surviving things with Sean is mainly the fact that he was such



a little fighter himself. How could I sit there and wallow in my self-pity? If someone so tiny and
helpless could fight so hard to survive, I had darn well better be fighting right along with him. —
AmiFor me, I don’t know that there was a key to integrating it (unless you count good old-
fashioned bullheadedness). It was survived and integrated because there was no other option. It
had to be. One thing that did help, though, was information. I was fortunate (or stubborn) enough
to find doctors who gave me information about Stephen, and I looked up everything about him. It
was as though the more I knew, the more I felt some sense of control in the completely
uncontrollable situation. —TracyYou’ve just got to move on and make it better for yourself and
get stronger from the situation. ... What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger. That’s our motto. —
BetsyWe survived it because we had no choice. There was nothing else to do! —LindaOn a
related note, many parents find that it helps to make light of their predicaments whenever they’re
able, and that doing so is a reassuring marker of their positive emotional progress. As you
acclimate to each new situation, you’ll be able to look more often on the brighter side, perhaps
finding humor among the ruins. This will help you cope by lightening your load. Laughter—even
chuckling with dark humor—is good medicine.For the longest time I was joking about being a
part-time mother, because the nurses were doing this and the nurses were doing that. I’d be able
to come down for a couple of hours, but then I had to go home and do other stuff. ... That is the
way I deal with things. If I can’t laugh about it, I can’t deal with it. I had to look at the lighter side of
it, because if I looked at the more negative aspects of it, I would’ve just been useless. I would’ve
gotten mired down in my own mind. So I would joke around about stuff like the insurance
covering the time she was in the hospital. I’m like, “Man, I’ve got a full-time babysitter. I don’t
even need to pay for it. This is great.” —BrookeWhen he was doing so well—and I feel very bad
about saying this, but—I even said, “Why are people pregnant for nine months if you can do it in
six months?” Of course, I would not say that again now after everything we’ve been through later.
There is a reason for a nine-month pregnancy, for sure. But I was able to joke about it, which
means I was able to feel better. —GalliceAllow Yourself to Hold On to Some Hope for the
FutureWhether your baby becomes healthy or has ongoing health or developmental problems,
your life can have meaning beyond being a “preemie parent.” As you work through your painful
feelings, you begin to discover the joys that await you. As you adjust, you can learn to accept this
different journey. Healing and surviving your baby’s premature birth, hospitalization, and
outcome can convince you that you can survive almost anything. Recognize your own resilience.
(Take a look at Chapter 23 to see what that healing might look like.)I feel I got to the other side
after that first birthday—that was the big step. ... I still get emotional about it, but it’s in the past
now. We’re over it, but it’s still a big part of our lives and always will be. It’s just not as devastating
as it was. We’ve gotten past the pain, past the anger, and past the “why me?” —MarciaNow
there are so many things every day that they do that make us laugh, and we just think, “Gosh,
we’re so lucky.” We’ve been just really lucky with them. ... If you stay on the positive side of it, you
don’t get bogged down with the negative details. —BetsyLook for the Treasure in AdversityAs
you heal, you will adjust to this experience and integrate it into your life. You will claim it and own



it as a part of what makes you you. You may look back and say things like, “Before this
happened, I was so shy. Now, I’ll stand up to anybody to get what I need.” Or “I used to take so
much for granted. Because of what we’ve been through, I can appreciate what is truly important.”
Or “If I hadn’t been through this, I wouldn’t have the friendships, the job, the interests, the special
joys that I so value now.” Recognizing the positives can be key to finding meaning in this
experience and integrating it into your life.Three years later, I am less consumed, more able to
concentrate, and once again an effective businessperson. But I will never be able to lose myself
in my job, in my company, in my own life as completely as I once did. There is so much more in
my life, so much more in my heart, so much more, both wonderful and painful, that none of it can
ever be as important to me as it once was. I do my job well, but no business deal can ever mean
as much now that I truly understand the blessings that we have and the risks that we face each
day. I am better for my experiences. My priorities are based on what is truly significant, and I
appreciate life’s tenuous gifts so much more. —SusanFinding the positives does not mean
forgetting the negatives, but it can soften them. Finding the positives is also something you must
do for yourself, when you are ready. It can’t be rushed—and try as they might, others cannot do it
for you. When you are ready, you can find the treasure in adversity. (For more on this, see
Chapter 23.)Multiple Birth and Multiple RealitiesThose of you who found out you were pregnant
with twins, triplets, or more may have felt especially excited, blessed, and proud. Even as you
worried about your pregnancy and how you would manage so many babies at once, your joy
multiplied. But when your babies were born prematurely, your worries, your losses, and your grief
multiplied as well.As a parent of multiples, you have more than one baby struggling in the NICU
instead of being cradled in your arms. Will your babies be okay? How will you take care of more
than one fragile infant? You may also mourn for your babies’ lost time together, as they lie in
separate places, away from each other’s warmth. Plus, it is the rare set of multiple babies who
have identical hospital courses. You may have more than one series of complications to deal
with. Your babies may not be able to come home at the same time. This is not what you were
wishing for.Your babies’ differences in the NICU and beyond give you more to deal with as you
raise twins, triplets, quads, or more. When you are facing multiple realities, you will react and
respond to each one differently than if you had to cope with only one reality. You need to find
people who can understand and listen to all of your experiences with each baby. This will help
you celebrate each triumph and mourn each defeat. Remember that the realities you are
enduring would be considered overwhelming for a family to deal with over a number of
pregnancies and several years. You are experiencing them simultaneously.Recognizing the
special rewards and difficulties of having multiple preemies validates your struggle. Both your joy
and your grief are magnified. With multiples, you also have the added challenge of finding the
time and energy to attend to your own needs. Particularly if you experience the death or disability
of one or more of your babies, you may not have the luxury of attending to your grief enough. It
may take you many years to adjust and heal. It is especially important that you be patient with
yourself and your feelings.What I’ve come to realize is that I haven’t ever had a time to indulge (I



don’t mean indulge in a patronizing way, I really mean indulge) in grief or the grieving process.
Through each situation, there have always been so many other demands on my time, that I am
never able to focus on grieving. Now I am a busy mom of two preschoolers, working more than
full time and not able to just pull the covers over my head for a few days, which I think would do
me good. This isn’t making me feel sorry for myself, though. I am glad to have my kids and my
company and my life now. It does make me feel a little kinder toward myself, a little more patient
that I am still slogging through all this even five years down the road. It helps me to understand
that I wasn’t able to properly grieve, and though that wasn’t my fault, the outcome is definitely my
reality. —SusanIf more than one of your babies dies, you have more than one bereavement to
bear. If some survive, you may feel especially isolated in your grief for the baby or babies you are
missing if others encourage you to forget about your bereavement and focus on the living. You
may wonder how to help your surviving child(ren) deal with the loss of that special relationship
as well. You may always long for the chance to hold your babies together in your arms.I hated not
being able to be in two places at the same time. I had two beautiful twin girls, and yet I was never
able to enjoy the two of them at the same time. How I wish I could have had them, at least for a
couple of months, even days, at home together all to myself. —RosaIf you used selective
reduction, you have the added burden of wondering whether the procedure increased your risk
of premature delivery. Remember that trying to carry more babies would have raised the risk
even higher. In any case, you feel bereft and excited at the same time. (See Chapter 11 for
coping with the death of a baby.)Respect Your Own NeedsAs you grieve, be gentle with yourself.
Remember that you deserve to get what you need.Because your grief belongs to you, you are
the best one to figure out what you need to do to get through it. You may read or hear a lot of
advice. Some suggestions may seem more appropriate than others, depending on your
situation, your personality, and where you are in your grief. Keep what fits, discard what doesn’t.
Even as you consult this book, embrace only the things that feel right for you. No one can tell you
how you should feel or what you must do. You will discover these answers for yourself.I
remember that the social workers would come and talk, even if just to ask how the girls were
doing and whatever I would want to talk about. They kept asking me, “Are you doing okay?” Then
I started to feel really bad for doing okay. I thought, “Why? Shouldn’t I be?” I began to question
myself. Should I be feeling bad? I almost felt guilty. Then I realized that I was okay and that I was
strong enough to deal with life’s challenges. I had been so prepared with the possibilities of
things that could go wrong that when they did, I was ready. I have always told myself, “Why cry
over spilled milk? Instead, clean it up and move on.” I am not the type of person who worries over
things that are out of my control. —RosaPoints to Remember• You may wrestle with many
opposing emotions that come together in confusing ways. It is important to give yourself
permission to experience your feelings without censoring them. Identifying your wide range of
feelings and making room for them help you make sense of what’s happening to you.• After your
baby is born, grieving, coping, adjusting, and healing are intertwined. To grieve is to heal.• Trying
to ignore or hide your grief won’t make it go away. Grief is patient—it will stay with you until you



face it and work through it.• When you are ready, expressing your painful feelings is what
enables you to move through them and let go of them. By releasing emotions such as guilt,
anger, and despair, you unburden yourself and make way for peace and healing.• Grieving is not
a sign of weakness. Rather, it is the healthy, smart, necessary, and brave thing to do.• Try to give
yourself permission to fall apart, to reduce your responsibilities, to withdraw at times and be
alone with your deepest feelings and your memories.• Tell your story: write in a journal or
correspondence; talk to your friends and family; connect with other parents of preemies. Rely on
those people who can listen without trying to “fix” you.• Do the things that help you feel close to
your baby or babies.• Let yourself take breaks from your grief and find respite in things you might
enjoy.• Be kind to yourself. Cry every tear. Take all the time you need.• You will survive.chapter
threeMoving through Painful EmotionsAs you grieve over the losses associated with your baby’s
premature birth, you are likely to encounter some particularly painful emotions that can be
difficult to express, cope with, and work through. Many of these emotions have to do with
feelings of responsibility and loss of control, which are opposite sides of the same coin and arise
from the belief that you should be in charge of your own destiny.As you struggle to come to
terms with this situation, you may go over and over the events preceding your baby’s early
delivery, wondering what you could have done differently to prevent it. Even if medical experts
tell you that your baby’s premature birth was inevitable and unavoidable, you may be reluctant to
accept their assessment. You may rail at the unfairness of having to deal with a complicated
pregnancy and a preterm delivery, and with a child who perhaps bears the costs of such an early
birth. You may also struggle with your religious faith or your beliefs about life, goodness, and
destiny.This chapter takes a closer look at the more painful and challenging aspects of grief and
adjustment, including feelings of anger, guilt, incompetence, powerlessness, failure, fear,
vulnerability, and numbness that many parents of premature babies experience. These emotions
tend to come up around different issues at different points on your journey, so throughout the
book, you’ll find even more information and support as it applies specifically to your time in the
NICU, homecoming, parenting, your child’s development, your family, social support, and future
pregnancies. This chapter provides an overview that identifies and touches on the many aspects
of these emotions, so that you can see how your feelings and reactions make sense and fit into
the larger picture of your grieving process. We also offer some basic tools that are especially
helpful for acknowledging and working through these painful emotions, including getting to the
bottom of your grief, counseling, journaling, and spiritual support. Also remember to refer back to
Chapter 2 for more general information, support, and suggestions for coping and moving
through your grief.Moving through Feelings of Failure, Incompetence, and PowerlessnessI felt
like such a failure as a mother. I had failed to protect them. I also had two other children who
were crying at home for me as well. I felt so torn. I didn’t want to leave either place. —MiriamI felt
like I hated everyone, but mostly myself. I had let this happen to my baby. How could I be so
helpless? —JennyFeelings of failure, incompetence, and powerlessness are interrelated. These
feelings come from the belief that there was something that you could have done better or



differently.If you’re the father, you may have expected that your newborn’s robustness would be a
testament to your paternal abilities. When your baby arrives so fragile and tiny, your fatherly pride
and confidence may feel deeply wounded. You may feel that you failed to safeguard your family,
adding to this perception of “second-rate” fatherhood. (For more on this subject, see Chapter 4,
“Especially for Fathers.”)If you’re the mother, you may feel like a reproductive failure. You may
agonize that you were powerless to keep and protect your infant inside your womb until the due
date. You may worry that these difficulties are signs of your incompetence or that you don’t
deserve to be a mother. With your baby in the NICU, you may also feel as if you have no useful
role. This increases your feelings of failure and incompe-tence, and can contribute to feeling
disconnected from your baby.[At the company where I work] we print a lot of the baby and
parenting magazines ... and it seemed like for the longest time, I would be the one who would
have to shoot those jobs ... and I would be reading these articles and I’d be like, “I can’t relate to
this whatsoever. I don’t have a clue what any of this means.” It was almost a form of masochism. I
would read them, and I would know that I was reading them, and I knew why I was reading them
—because I wanted to find out what I had missed—and it was like I was beating myself for not
having a “correct” pregnancy. —BrookeI felt like my job was done, and so I was just tossed. “OK,
your job is done, you didn’t do a great job at it, but you did it. So thank you and we’ll see you
later.” I didn’t feel like a parent at all. Even touching her that one time, I don’t think I compre-
hended that that was what was inside of me. —MichelleSome couples feel an intensified sense
of failure because they have experienced infertility, more than one complicated pregnancy, and/
or the disability or death of one or more babies. If you struggled with infertility or used
reproductive technology, you may agonize that after all that effort, you still couldn’t deliver a
healthy baby or babies. If you have a pattern of high-risk pregnancies, you may feel particularly
discouraged. If your baby has a complicated hospital course, you may see it as a reflection of
your own inadequacy. If your baby dies or if your child develops chronic health problems or
developmental delays, this generates a whole new level of feelings of deficiency and defeat.I felt
like I had failed, like I was a failure. I’d tried so hard, but I didn’t get it right; I didn’t get to finish it.
The sense of loss and incompletion was overwhelming. I didn’t think I could become pregnant
again, knew that I would never undergo infertility treatments again, knew I would never have the
joy of telling people I was carrying twins again. I was mourning all of this at the same time that I
was mourning for my tiny, wounded boys. I can’t possibly explain the grief and guilt I felt—I still
feel—at not being able to protect them, to keep them inside and away from the incredible pain
they were suffering because I wasn’t strong enough, because my body failed them. I desperately
wanted to have another chance to get it right. —SusanFeelings of failure also arise in the NICU
as you struggle to find your place as your baby’s parent. Stacy recalls, “It hurt having to go see
Alison in the hospital and watch others taking care of her. That was supposed to be my job. I
almost felt as if she were not even my baby—as if I was just her babysitter, going in to hold her
every once in a while.”Feelings of failure and fears of incompetence can be immensely
uncomfortable because they rob you of your faith in yourself. You may become paralyzed and



fearful of taking risks or trying to figure things out for yourself. You may feel powerless to control
the situation and vulnerable to even more disappointment or tragedy.There are a number of
ways you can cope with and work through these feelings of defeat:• Write in a journal. Just
putting your feelings down on paper can help unburden you as well as give you the insights you
need to feel better about yourself.• Renew hobbies and other interests. Engaging in activities at
which you feel competent helps you regain feelings of self-worth.• Talk to someone supportive.
Your partner, a good friend, a member of the clergy, a counselor, your baby’s primary nurse—
any of these individuals may be able both to accept your feelings and to reassure you that you
are a good parent and a good person.• Gather information about the situation. Learn all you can
about your pregnancy complications, your delivery, and your baby’s condition. Ask questions—
your baby’s health care professionals are full of medical insights. Research the issues that worry
you the most. Knowledge is empowering. (See Chapter 7 for more about information gathering.)•
Practice doing what you can for your baby. Don’t fall into the trap of thinking you can’t learn how
to take care of your baby. Like any skill, taking care of a preterm baby requires experience and
time to acquire. Practice builds confidence. (See Chapters 8–10, and 12–16 for more information
on infant caregiving.)• Work toward accepting yourself (and if you’re the mother, accepting your
body) with your imperfections. Everybody has strengths and weaknesses. It is healthier to
realize you are imperfect than to continue striving for impossible perfection.• Acknowledge your
own needs. Remember that no matter what happens, you are a person of worth who deserves
the best. Reach for what you need to make your life fulfilling.Because you’ve been through a
traumatic experience, it can take a while to feel as if you can reclaim some measure of control
over what happens to you. As you recuperate, your feelings of confidence and self-worth will
return. In fact, many parents report that they come through this experience feeling more
confident and worthy than before. You can create something to be proud of, you can strengthen
your family or yourself, and you can find things to be grateful for in places you never imagined.
Although feelings of powerlessness and vulnerability are frightening at first, it is also quite
freeing to learn that you don’t have to try to control everything that occurs around you. (For more
on this subject, see “Moving through Vulnerability and Fear” later in this chapter.)Moving through
Feelings of AngerHaving a preemie ended the fairy tale. The fairy tale is over. I walk around in
anger because this is not what I “signed up” for. —RaquelI remember feeling really mad at my
cervix for failing me, just really mad at it. But it was like it was not part of me. It wasn’t me that I
was mad at, it was this part that had failed and had done something really bad, and I was mad at
it. —StephieAnger is a powerful and compelling emotion that may consume you at times. You
may feel angry at bed rest, at your contractions, at invasive medical technology, or at the doctors
and nurses who keep you from your baby. You may be furious with the injustice of the world, fate,
God, or Mother Nature. You may feel as if you paid your dues and yet you were cheated of a
healthy baby. You may resent other parents in the nursery whose preemies are doing better than
yours or feel jealous of friends who have uncomplicated deliveries and newborns in their arms.
It’s all so unfair.I was thinking, “If you have one problem, that should protect you from having one



of the other possible problems.” I know, of course, that this isn’t true, but I had gone through all
that infertility stuff and then how cruel that I should also have to have a preemie! I felt as if I had
spent all that time and money and I wasn’t getting what I had paid for, as if there was a contract
or something! —NolaI felt this jealousy when I was on bed rest and knew I wasn’t going to have
a natural delivery, and my best friend would visit me with her son, who I saw born into the world.
My loss was already potent, not being able to look forward to this [gentle birth]. I felt this jealousy
when I was in the NICU with my son, and the little girl next to him, who was also born at the
same gestation, was off the vent and growing. Or when the woman next to me was pumping full
bottles of breast milk and I couldn’t get even a half ounce after two months of pumping, so my
son was now on formula. I felt this jealousy when my friend had her home birth and, as much as I
wanted to be there, I couldn’t handle it. I was overjoyed with her, even though it killed me to think
of her little boy being cuddled in her arms in bed for twenty-four hours after his birth, just nursing
and sleeping peacefully. —MarenIf you believe you received inadequate care, you likely feel
angry about the circumstances that surrounded your early labor and delivery. You may be furious
at the doctors who discounted the severity of your symptoms or minimized your concerns.
Someone may suggest that you bring a lawsuit against the hospital or the doctors, but most
parents can see that this won’t get them what they really want—a term pregnancy and a healthy
newborn.In the NICU, you might feel aggravated by the lack of information, the inability of the
medical caregivers to be forthright, or their failure to include you in decision making for your
baby. Your desire to pump and provide breast milk, to be more involved in caregiving, or to have
adequate opportunities for privacy or holding your baby close may not have been
supported.After homecoming, you may loathe the multitude of doctors’ appointments and
therapies—even effective ones. If your child has ongoing special needs, there might be
aggravating medical complications, misdiagnoses, or attempts to label your child. You may feel
exasperated with a child who is more sensitive, more frail, more finicky, or more challenging to
raise due to complications of prematurity. Any rehospitalizations are not just depressing; they
can fan the flames of your anger. Life is not supposed to be this difficult. (For more on this
subject, see the sections dealing with anger in Chapters 15, 16, and 18.)Most likely you wish
you could show off your new baby without having to worry about germs or questions about size
or age. People’s ignorant com-ments and suggestions might be infuriating. You may find it
intolerable to be around parents and their term infants or hesitate to join their conversations
about their babies’ development because your baby hasn’t “caught up.” Even if you try to avoid
these “normal” parents and babies, they seem to be everywhere.Particularly if you have multiple
preemies or other children at home, you may feel irritated by the fact that there just aren’t
enough hours in the day to tend to everyone’s needs or to have much time to yourself.Venting
Anger ConstructivelyOne way to move through anger is to find constructive ways to express it.
But some people are under the mistaken impression that expressing anger means being
aggressive or hurtful. Although you are entitled to nasty, angry feelings, you can behave in ways
that will not hurt you, other people, or items that you value. The goal is to maintain control over



your behavior, stay aware of your thoughts, and accept that your emotions are what they are.
Sometimes, just acknowledging your anger can help you to move through it and let it go.I had
been cheated. That’s why I couldn’t go to see him. Because he was still supposed to be mine.
He was still supposed to be inside of me. He was supposed to be getting everything those
machines were giving him from me. And so although I couldn’t put it into those words at the time,
that’s why I was being resentful toward my baby and then hating myself for being resentful
toward my baby. But now I know that [resentment] was just [from] what had happened. —
KathyHere are a number of nondestructive ways to vent, work through, and let go of your anger:•
Engage in vigorous exercise. Even a brisk walk can reduce tension.• Make use of your anger’s
energy. Remember that anger can be an energy to be mined. Turn your energy toward
advocating for your baby’s needs, hunting down resources, finding support, making institutional
changes, or working for other worthy causes for which you have a passion.• Write an angry
letter. If you’re aggravated with someone or something—the doctors, God, fate—put your anger
into words on paper. This letter isn’t for sending, it’s for articulating your anger and despair.•
Write in your journal. Describe your angry feelings and their sources.• Create something. Draw a
picture or create a clay sculpture that shows your distress.• Air your grievances. Tell people (or
the hospital) what you need or want.• Talk to someone. Make sure the person(s) you choose can
listen and accept your anger without increasing your agitation.• Talk to other parents of
preemies. These parents share situations similar to yours and are likely to understand your
anger.Recognizing Your Anger’s TriggersAnother approach to managing anger is to become
more aware of the thoughts and situations that trigger and maintain your anger. Anger has its
place in the emotional landscape, but it can be problematic if it becomes a reflexive or
overwhelming response. To keep your anger from becoming destructive, keep in mind that some
of the assumptions triggering your anger may not be based in reality and that you may
misunderstand others’ intentions. For example:• Do you feel entitled to be treated in a certain
way? Instead of blaming others for not treating you as you want to be treated, practice asking for
what you need or find ways to satisfy your own needs. Also practice treating others the way you
want to be treated.• Do you assume that your baby’s health care providers are trying to thwart
your attempts to be close to your little one? Instead of attacking the staff, ask them to teach you
how to do things for your baby. You may discover that by giving these people the benefit of the
doubt—and letting them know what you need—you become more aware of and open to their
ongoing attempts to encourage and include you.• Do you continue to rail against the unfairness
of the situation? Try letting go of the belief that life should be fair or that you should have gotten a
better deal. Understand that although you do not deserve this, bad stuff does happen to good
people.• Do you assume that you are in control and that your expectations will be fulfilled? When
life doesn’t go as you planned, you can prevent needless suffering by letting go of your
expectations. Instead of wishing for a specific outcome, hold onto a “wondering” frame of mind.
Trust that you can find meaning in whatever happens.• Do you continue to think about an
infuriating incident long after it has passed? Instead of going over and over what happened, be



angry and be done with it. By reviewing it repeatedly, you continue to feed the fire of your anger.
Give yourself permission to let it go. What has passed has passed—focus on living in the
present. You can express your feelings, you can learn from an experience, but then you can
move on without giving in or betraying your principles.If you’re having an especially difficult time
managing your anger, consider the possibility that this situation is tapping into an old well of rage
and helplessness. Consider professional counseling to help you work through old hurts so they
can stop contaminating your reactions to current situations.Whatever the source of your anger,
you are entitled to professional support to help you get through this time. Your anger is valid, but
you also deserve the peace that comes as you work through your anger and move forward. (For
more on counseling, see the “Professional Counseling” section later in this chapter.)Moving
through GuiltThere’s this guilt that will probably never leave me. That’s so big at the beginning.
You just can’t help feeling guilty, so guilty. This guilt that you’re the mother and you weren’t able
to keep him inside. You’re the only one to blame because—well, actually you’re not the only one
to blame, but at that point, you think you are the only one to blame. It takes a long time to get
over that.—GalliceFeelings of guilt arise from normal parental feelings of responsibility. But
feeling personally responsible for your baby’s plight can be a horrifying burden.Because the
mother carries her baby in her womb, it is natural that she feels responsible on some level when
her baby is born early. If you are the mother, you may feel guilty because the pregnancy couldn’t
be maintained. If you had a condition that made continuing the pregnancy unsafe for you or your
baby, or if you were in preterm labor, you may wonder, “What kind of a mother would provide a
hostile or rejecting womb?”If you believe that you failed to get adequate medical care or that you
ignored signs that were ominous, you will agonize over what you could have done differently,
and it can be harder to come to terms with your child’s premature birth. Even if you know in your
heart that you took the best actions and made the best decisions you could, you may still blame
yourself. And even when you know your baby’s delivery was beyond your control, lingering
feelings of responsibility can spawn feelings of guilt. Guilt is the agony of anger and blame
turned inward. Guilt is a way to hold onto the illusion of control over the uncontrollable. It’s a way
to try to make sense of the senseless.I felt extremely guilty. I had no one to blame, so I blamed
myself. Then I blamed the doctors, my husband, even God. I just couldn’t make sense of any of
it. —JaynaI felt a lot of guilt that my children were born so early. Intellectually, I knew I had done
everything possible to give the girls a chance, but emotionally, I still felt the guilt. —KimberlyI felt
both guilty and like a failure. What did I do to cause my baby’s early birth? He has to go through
so much, and I didn’t even feel pain from delivering. I still wonder if I did something wrong. —
CynthiaWe both lived in guilt. [My husband] for being a doctor and not seeing that my pregnancy
was in trouble and not getting me help when I needed it (even though he is not an ob-gyn and
could not have known). Mine for “allowing” myself to give birth so early. —RaquelMany parents
also feel directly responsible for exposing their baby to the harsh conditions of the NICU. There’s
just no comparison between where your baby is and where your baby is supposed to be. At
times, your infant’s medical care might feel like a runaway train, particularly if there is one



complication after another. If the prognosis is poor or uncertain, you may face decisions about
aggressive medical intervention. If you had to make life-and-death decisions, you may feel
especially responsible for the outcome. Guilt may accompany any regrets you have. (For more
on guilt about difficult decisions, see Chapters 10 and 11.)I often wondered if I had wished too
hard for a son. I had gotten my wish, yes, but look at the situation he was in. I felt guilty about
that. —ShawSome parents also feel guilty about not being with their sick baby at certain points.
You may berate yourself for not spending more time or doing certain things with your baby in the
NICU. Or maybe you misjudged your baby’s needs and regret that you didn’t or couldn’t fulfill
them. If you couldn’t be with your baby during some painful procedures, you may deeply regret
missing those opportunities to try to soothe him or her. (For more support on these topics, see
“Being There for Medical Procedures” in Chapter 7 and “Managing Your Regrets” in Chapter
8.)Feelings of guilt can arise from other feelings of inadequacy. If your child continues to show
negative effects from prematurity, you may feel particularly guilty over your failure to protect him
from this fate. When it takes a while to find the right diagnosis, the right medication or dosage, or
the right treatment, school placement, or therapist, you may feel guilty for the time and energy
wasted on pursuing options that in hindsight brought little or no benefit. These are all difficult
sorrows to bear. (For more on this, see “Guilt” in Chapter 18.)For many parents, becoming
pregnant is like a promise. Your wishes, hopes, and dreams for this child become loving
promises to your baby. And when your beloved child doesn’t have the life that you had
envisioned and hoped, you may feel that you have betrayed him or her.What an awful feeling for
a parent to have—to love and treasure a baby and then, in the NICU or beyond, to feel as if
you’ve betrayed your little one. You may wonder if your child feels betrayed by you. Rest assured,
children do not blame their parents for their prematurity or the consequences. You needn’t blame
yourself either.Feelings of guilt trail many parents throughout their journey. Even though guilt is a
common reaction, there are ways you can moderate, work through, and even let go of it.Tips for
Letting Go of GuiltConsider the Circumstances As you wrestle with feelings of guilt, it is
important to remember what your emotional or physical condition was during the times you feel
guilty about. Continuing your pregnancy was not an advisable option—or even a choice. During
those times you avoided going to the NICU to be with your baby, the feelings that threatened to
flood you may have been too much for you to bear. Recall what difficult times those were. How
could you have done better when you were already doing the best you could under the
circumstances?Perhaps you wish could have been a better advocate for your baby in the NICU,
standing up to the medical team and making them see what you were seeing. But how could you
have insisted on changing the standards of medical care?It may help to remember that hindsight
is twenty-twenty—and foresight can be blind. Without a crystal ball, how could you have known
the best path to take? How could you have done more or been any better, given the support,
resources, information, and options you had at the time? It is easy to kick yourself in retrospect,
but you never planned or wished for your baby to struggle in the womb or in a NICU. You
certainly didn’t intend for this to happen.Particularly if you were carrying multiples or if you



experienced maternal complications, your body may have been seriously taxed. If the doctors let
the delivery happen after you told them that you couldn’t bear another day, trust your intuition
about this. Looking back, you may wonder why you didn’t hold on or what the big deal was, but
this is the result of your amnesia about physical suffering, not your misjudgment. Respect your
perception that your pregnancy had reached the point of diminishing returns. It is truly possible
that had you carried your baby or babies one more week, their outcomes (or yours) might have
been worse. When placental failure, infection, or serious maternal complications are present, the
baby is safer in the NICU than in the womb.Recognize the Limits of Your Control Another way to
let yourself off guilt’s hook is to identify those things that were beyond your control. You may have
made heartfelt promises to your unborn child, but no parent can guarantee that all their promises
will come true. You can still have your wishes, hopes, and dreams. You can still try to protect your
children. But when those wishes don’t come true and when you’re unable to protect your
children from harm or even death, you cannot possibly carry all the blame. Plenty, if not all, of the
responsibility belongs to the limits of medical intervention, fate, Mother Nature, or whatever
higher being you subscribe to.No mother should feel responsible for the preterm birth of her
child because, despite the “medical full court press,” babies are born too early. Bottom line,
doctors don’t fully understand the labor process: they don’t really understand why some women
will contract for months with little or no change and others will contract for minutes and wind up
with a preemie. —SheilaIf you are painfully struggling with the emotion of guilt, try the following:•
Recognize that you cannot always avoid tragedy or know the right course of action. No one can.•
Instead of being angry with yourself for things you did or didn’t do, remember that you never
intended for your baby to be born prematurely.• Instead of being disappointed in yourself, be
disappointed that medical science doesn’t fully understand pregnancy complications and
cannot predictably prevent or stop them.• Instead of regretting decisions you made, regret that
you had to choose without benefit of sufficient information or support.• If you had to choose
between death and suffering, acknowledge that your options were “terrible” and “horrible.”• If you
fear that you didn’t speak up enough, be aggravated that the system or your doctors didn’t
encourage parental input.• Accept that you did the best you could in an impossible situation.•
Recognize that guilt is a normal and natural parental reaction that subsides over time as you let
go of what might have been and embrace what is.Reframe Your Feelings of Responsibility When
you are feeling respon-sible for your baby’s condition and fate, try casting your feelings of guilt in
a more positive and realistic light, so that you can reframe your thinking when these feelings
arise. Some of these approaches can help:• Recognize that feelings of guilt arise out of your
devotion to your child.• Consider that “feeling” guilty is not the same as “being” guilty.• Accept
that you did the best you could.• Don’t blame yourself for not knowing everything.• Remember
that you made the best decisions you could based on the information and support available.•
Accept that being a perfect parent is an impossible standard to uphold.• Don’t expect yourself to
make sacrifices at the expense of your own basic needs. Depleting yourself also depletes your
ability to be an effective parent—you can’t nurture your children if you don’t nurture yourself.•



Understand that when others criticize your parenting, they are really saying what they believe
they would do. That isn’t necessarily what you want to or should do.• Give yourself permission to
make mistakes and accept that you are learning “on the job.”• Realize that you cannot always
keep bad things from happening.• Talk to others who can reassure you that you are not to
blame.• If this appeals to you, embrace the idea that your child’s fate is determined not by you,
but by what is in his or her higher good.I felt helpless. My first thought was, “Why us? What had I
done wrong?” I now know that it is not me that did anything wrong—it just happened. —JodiI do
still go over the whole sequence of events in my mind. What did I do? What could I have done?
Should I have told them to wait and not do an amnio with such low fluids? So many questions!
Someone told me of the amnio risks later, and I almost cried. I didn’t know! ... I hope that in
writing all this, I am able to have some peace from it all. I really did do the best that I could, given
the circumstances. —LindaThere was a time when I really wanted to know exactly what had
caused Vincent’s IVH [intraventricular hemorrhage], and whether there was anything else I
should be blaming myself for. As time goes on, the reason seems to matter less. —AnneAccept
and Learn from Your Mistakes Even if you are convinced that you fell short, you can still get to
the point where you accept the fact that you made an error in judgment and forgive yourself. To
do this, find a way to express and let go of your pain. One way is to write down your thoughts and
feelings of doubt and recrimination. Try writing every day, for as many days as it takes to forgive
yourself. Write until you can look in the mirror and say, “My child is fortunate to have me for a
mother/father.” This may seem like an insurmountable task, but the reward is great.You can also
make your guilt productive by learning from your mistakes. If your guilt spurs a positive change in
your behavior, perspective, or parenting style, then you are using it wisely. You might also want to
consider the philosophy that there are higher spiritual reasons for this child to be on this
particular journey. Your child’s journey may be unaffected or even made easier by the very
decisions or behaviors for which you fault yourself.Ask for Forgiveness If you just can’t let
yourself off the hook, you can write your child a letter and ask for forgiveness. Keep this letter to
yourself—writing it is a good way for you to pour out your feelings and let them go. Although you
are entitled to your guilt, working through it lets you live peacefully with yourself and honorably
with your child’s birth. The goal is to shape your crushing burden of guilt into more manageable
feelings of parental responsibility. Although a part of you may always wonder about your
responsibility for past events, use those feelings to inspire a renewed sense of responsibility
toward parenting your child into the future.I think most of us, if we are honest with ourselves,
have confessions relating to guilt and our little ones. Please know that you are not alone. I don’t
think any of us made choices out of a malicious intent to bring on premature delivery but rather
out of a desire to try to maintain a somewhat normal balance in a totally unbalanced time.When I
was placed on home bed rest, I was told to stay down absolutely as much as possible, but that I
could get up to grab a very fast snack or to use the washroom. I remember standing at the stove
making pasta for pasta salad over and over (it was my craving at that time), and even now I feel
guilty and even embarrassed that I may have brought on my full-blown labor because of my



insatiable need for rotini. What was I thinking, hanging out in the kitchen for twenty minutes at a
stretch with a cervix that was soon halfway to delivery? I just didn’t know the consequences, and
I was all alone.Then, in the four days I was hospitalized before Cailean was born, I was given
medication to help prevent his birth. He suffered complications at two days of life that studies
later “potentially” linked to the prenatal use of that medication. Oh my. Now I had not only brought
on his preterm labor/delivery, but because of the meds they offered and I accepted, I had
perhaps caused his neonatal crises as well. Years later, two years after my younger preemie was
born, diagnostic studies revealed I had a condition that became the attributable cause of my
obstetric complications. Sigh. Now I knew with some certainty that my body had been
engineered all along to basically reject these little loved ones of mine. ...Now that my boys are
four and six years old, much of that guilt has eased, and when I think back, I’m more inclined to
be proud of all that I did do to help continue, support, and prolong my pregnancies. What does
remain is an enormous sense of responsibility, and it helps me raise my sons with great care and
vision for what they can become. —MaureenKnowing with some degree of certainty that most of
the difficul-ties facing our children stem from prematurity adds a layer that simply can’t be
dismissed. If not for prematurity ... so much would be different. It’s not at all beneficial that a
certain amount of guilt remains unshakable whenever we see our chil-dren struggle ... but it’s the
pure essence of humanity. —SheilaMoving through Vulnerability and FearIt’s as if I am walking
through my life and the path I am on and all I can see to my left contains all the blessings and
wonderful possibilities for my family and our lives and our future. When I look to the right, I see a
terrible cliff dropping off into disaster. The cliff was always there, is always there for everyone.
Anything can happen. But before the losses we have experienced, I was able to concentrate on
the path I was on and all that lies to the left. Since my experiences, I spend a lot more time
conscious of and worrying about the abyss. I don’t feel safe anymore, even though that safety
was always at least potentially an illusion. I really miss the ability to live with that illusion. —
SusanDuring your pregnancy, like many expectant parents, you probably thought that with
enough good judgment, good habits, and foresight, you could avoid misfortune. You may have
believed that bad things only happen to bad people. When your baby was born early, you might
have asked, “How could this have happened to us?” But as the futility of the question sinks in,
you realize that you can’t control every aspect of your life. This can be quite unsettling and
aggravating. Even if, in hindsight, there are things you would do differently, it can be unnerving to
admit that no one can have twenty-twenty foresight.When you grasp that you are vulnerable to
misfortune, you may feel betrayed, helpless, or fearful. The premature birth of your baby can
make you question your assumptions about life. Life may seem so unpredictable now. But
eventually, you can find a balance between feeling powerless and maintaining some control over
your life. You can also acquire the sense of peace that accompanies “surrender,” casting off the
belief that you have to be on guard, cover all your bases, and be in charge of everything around
you. You learn to take each day as it comes and to cherish what you have. You stop striving for
perfection and learn to accept yourself and your child for who you are. Surrender-ing also means



no longer regretting the past and fearing less for the future. What will be, will be. You can learn to
worry less, not more.But how can you trust the world again? Many parents simply come to
accept that difficulties are a part of life. Then they realize they can manage. Even if you must deal
with continuing setbacks, labels, and challenges with your child’s health and development, you
learn the drill of dealing with your feelings of shock or foreboding, gathering informa-tion and
options, grieving for your child and yourself, and trying to main-tain hope in the face of loss. Life
won’t always go the way you’d hoped or planned, but you know that you can prevail, whatever
happens.Some parents find comfort in the philosophy that each of their children has his or her
own destiny to follow, and that they cannot exert total control over what that path might be. Of
course, you probably expected to have a lot of control, at least through your child’s adolescence
when “letting go” becomes a skill most parents work to master. Little did you know that your
premature baby would require you to learn about letting go so soon. (For more on letting go, see
“Balancing Hopes and Fears” in Chapter 10, “Coping with Feelings of Vulnerability” in Chapter
14, and “Understanding and Managing Heightened Vigilance” in Chapter 17.)Post-Traumatic
Stress DisorderPeriodically, I resolve to meet my challenges from a positive, upbeat point of
view. Intellectually, cognitively, I understand that’s the right way, the best way to look at things.
But there is something else at a darker, deeper emotional level that won’t cooperate with my
resolve. I wake up in the middle of the night aware of terrible danger. I don’t know what will
happen or when, I just sense it out there. And I lie awake, trying to think of how to keep it from
coming, what to do, how to protect.In the cold morning light, I think I understand that somehow I
am trying to relive, to correct, what happened to us all nearly five years ago. But that
understanding doesn’t stop the terror resting just underneath, the terror that wakes me alone
and unequal to its terrible force. —SusanSome parents experience a hypervigilance that may
indicate post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD). PTSD is a result of enduring severe stress that is
tremendously overwhelming, wherein a person experiences or witnesses threats to the safety or
physical integrity of him- or herself or others. During this time, the person’s response includes
intense helplessness, fear, and/or horror. Having a premature infant struggling for survival in the
NICU certainly qualifies as such an experience.The essential, persistent features of PTSD
include• Re-experiencing the trauma through recurrent, painful, and intrusive recollections;
dreams or nightmares; and even dissociative states in which one relives aspects of the trauma.
It’s as if the person is transported back in time and is again experi-encing the original trauma.
The PTSD sufferer can experience flashbacks and intense memories triggered by smells, sights,
sounds, or other situations that resemble or symbolize the trauma.• Unwillingness to think or talk
about the experience and avoid-ance of those reminders that trigger memories or feelings.
PTSD sufferers often experience diminished responsiveness, including detachment from others,
reduced interest in previously enjoyed activities, and decreased ability to feel emotions. They
may also feel numb and detached from the original traumatic experience, not even remembering
certain parts of it; this lack of memory cannot be attributed to the effects of medication or
illness.• Physical hyperarousal as a result of visceral terror. A hallmark of PTSD, the symptoms



of physical hyperarousal include outbursts of anger, difficulty concentrating, insomnia, and
excessive vigilance, including hyperalertness and an exaggerated startle response.One way of
understanding the phenomenon of PTSD is that it originates in the need to gain mastery over a
terrifying trauma experienced while in a passive and helpless state. It is possible that by reliving
the event, a person is attempting to come to terms with it—that is, to make sense of it, to not feel
responsible for it, and to accept that it was unavoidable. Nowadays, with growing knowledge
about brain chem-istry, PTSD is also considered to have a strong biological component.
Treatment options include psychotherapy, medication, group therapy, and a unique treatment
called EMDR (eye movement desensitization and reprocessing, which utilizes a person’s own
innate ability to process information and transform the memory of disturbing and traumatic
experiences to a more adaptive, healthy recollection). If you are interested in pursuing EMDR,
be sure that you find a practitioner who has received specific training in this technique.Lots of
numbness through the whole thing, except for a few “breakdowns.” The big breakdown hit about
two years after my son was released, and I was temporarily placed on Paxil to combat my bout
with mild depression. The doctors told me I was going through something similar to post-
traumatic stress disorder and was at a point where I couldn’t handle the stress any longer. I
asked to be taken off the medicine after fifteen months or so because I felt I could handle things
on my own. I’ve done well, without any major bouts with depression and definitely no feelings like
I had prior to the medication. —AndreaHaving some or even many of these symptoms doesn’t
necessarily mean that you have a full-blown case of PTSD. You can be traumatized by an
experience without being disabled by it. But whether you are clinically experiencing PTSD or not
doesn’t matter. What is important is that your symptoms count, however mild or severe they are.
You have been through a traumatic experience, and your symptoms are related to that
trauma.Knowing the source of your bewildering reactions can help you make sense of them. If
you feel unable to function, definitely seek help. But you needn’t be diagnosed with PTSD to
benefit from assistance coping with your symptoms—learning ways to calm your body,
reprocess your memories, and heal the trauma.Persistent Numbness and Avoidance of
GriefGrief that is continually avoided will appear indirectly, in ways that can severely compromise
your health and happiness. Avoiding grief, whether intentionally or unintentionally, may result in
any of the following physical manifestations:• Physical illness, such as recurring fatigue,
headaches, infections, heightened allergy sensitivity, aching muscles or joints• Overactivity,
such as workaholism, routine multitasking, filling up the calendar with commitments,
restlessness• Anxiety, a vague, uncomfortable feeling of fear or dread that may be accompanied
by rapid breathing and heartbeat, nausea, diarrhea, headaches, sweating, irritability, insomnia,
trembling, nightmares• Depression, including vague feelings of dissatisfaction, unhappiness,
boredom, loss of interest in life, excessive sleeping or insomnia, difficulty concentrating or
making decisions, intense guilt, irritability, unfocused crying spells• Disrupted relationships, such
as negative or detached feelings toward your preemie, marriage troubles, broken friendships,
intense conflict in family relationships, persistent feelings of isolation• Drug abuse, including



abuse of alcohol, cigarettes, tranquilizers, pain killers, and other drugs• Other compulsive or
addictive behaviors, such as engaging excessively in eating, exercise, shopping, gambling,
cleaning, sleeping, television watching, computer use, fervent religion, sexual activity or
infidelities. (For more on addictions and compulsions see “Avoiding Grief” in Chapter 4.)•
Violence, such as getting into physical or abusive verbal fights with others, including family
members; car accidents• Other self-destructive behaviors, such as failure to use good judgment,
accidents that might have been avoided with normal caution or alertnessOccasional avoidance
can help you cope with the situation by alleviating intensely painful feelings and allowing you to
catch your breath. But a prevailing or continuing feeling of numbness or detachment
accompanied by any of the symptoms just listed may indicate that you are avoiding grief to your
detriment. If you are experiencing any of the difficulties just described or if others are expressing
their concern about your health, behavior, or functioning, you may benefit from counseling with a
therapist who can help you face and cope with your pain and adjust to your losses. (Look under
“Professional Counseling” later in this chapter.)For some parents, numbness can also result
from relentless uncertainty about their baby’s condition or prognosis. It is exhausting to alternate
between hope and hopelessness. When your hopes are raised and then shattered so many
times, emotionally you may no longer react. This kind of numbness can be longer lasting and
more debilitating than the initial shock you feel at your baby’s birth or when you hear about a
medical crisis or receive a diagnosis. If you think you’ve become too detached from your
feelings, you may benefit from counseling, writing a journal, or telling your story to someone who
can listen and help you make sense of this roller-coaster ride. Getting back in touch with your
emotions can help you move forward in your grieving process. (For more on grief and coping,
see Chapters 2 and 4. For more on dealing with uncertainty, see “Waiting” in Chapter 10,
“Coping with Feelings of Vulnerability” in Chapter 14, “Perspectives on Parenting Your Preemie”
in Chapter 15, and “Living with Uncertainty and Ambiguity” in Chapter 17.)Getting to the Bottom
of Your GriefFeelings such as anger, guilt, failure, and anxiety can arise from the belief that you
are in charge of your own destiny. You make plans, you fulfill them. You have goals, you attain
them. You may put your faith in medical technology, health care professionals, God, fate, Mother
Nature, or universal justice.When your baby is born prematurely, you may feel angry that your
plans and goals were thwarted, and you may feel betrayed by your faith. You may feel guilty that
you couldn’t prevent your baby’s burdens or regret that you cannot fully protect your little one. If
you had to induce labor early or if you made decisions about whether to pursue medical
intervention, you may feel even more responsible for what happened. You may agonize: “What
happened? Why me? Why my baby?” You want answers to ensure more control in the future.I
did find myself going over the day before his birth, over and over again. I tore myself apart
wondering what I could have done differently. If only I hadn’t done this, if only I had done this ...
that sort of thing. —ClaireA more realistic perspective is that you don’t always have the power to
prevent bad things from happening and that misfortune can strike even when you least expect it.
But feeling vulnerable to misfortune and hardship can be a terrifying feeling to face. To avoid the



fear and powerlessness that come with vulnerability, you may hold onto anger, guilt, regret,
anxiety, and failure for a while. These emotions protect that comfortable illusion of being in total
control. Later, as you adjust, you come to the painful realization that you don’t have control over
everything that happens in your life. Sometimes, as hard as you try, you cannot even protect your
children.You may also hold on to your anger or guilt as a way to avoid sadness, hurt, and
despair. These feelings are at the bottom of your grief. They are so painful that you may try to
cling to edges of this pit of despair, so that you don’t hit bottom. Anger, guilt, anxiety, and failure
can serve as fingerholds. One mother describes not having really grieved her losses and seeing
that anger as her primary response:I guess until recently I had never really thought about the
grief caused by the loss of rites we go through as our tiny babies are cared for by the medical
system. I was too busy doing what needed to be done to get myself and my family through the
whole ordeal of having Rowan so early.Now it has hit with a vengeance. I find myself always on
the defensive when it comes to general parenting and health issues. I am not as tolerant of “well-
meaning” people and their advice as I was with my other two babies. I will often fly off the handle
at simple things like my father-in-law’s commenting on how Rowan is holding his arms out to the
side or the sterilizer still being used for bottles. I know that mostly the intentions are good and
often it is just a way to find a topic of conversation meaningful to both of us, but I can’t stop my
defenses from stepping in and taking over in situations like this. My intellect goes onto the back
burner. —BessIt is common for parents to hang on to these feelings and avoid the depths of
despair. Unfortunately, continuously holding on to feelings of guilt, failure, anger, and anxiety can
be incapacitating. You may feel moody and irritable, held hostage by your intense emotions.
Guilt and failure can diminish your feelings of self-worth. Anger and anxiety can interfere with
your enjoyment of life. For now, you may claim that you deserve to feel bad about your----self
and miserable about life. But as time goes on, you may become weary of being angry or guil-ty
and want to move on. This can be a sign that you are ready to tackle your deepest feelings of
sorrow and relieve yourself of that burden.One way you might try to get in touch with your
sadness is this exercise: Begin by recognizing that your grief hides beneath your layered
defenses of anxiety, guilt, failure, and anger. You might say to yourself, “I feel so anxious about
not being able to protect my baby from invasive medical procedures.” Try replacing “anxious”
with “guilty” or “failure” (or start wherever you are), as in “I feel so guilty (or like such a failure) for
not being able to protect my baby.” After you immerse yourself in guilt or failure for a while, say, “I
feel so angry that this terrible thing happened and I couldn’t protect my baby.” Finally, when
you’ve let yourself feel really angry, replace “angry” with “sad”: “I feel sad that I couldn’t protect
my baby.” Then let yourself express those painful feelings of sadness.I found myself getting
angry that people actually lead “normal” lives. I was so wrapped up in our day-to-day crisis that I
felt cheated of all the things we were supposed to have. I’m not angry any longer, just sad that I’ll
never experience some of the most common experiences a parent expects. —CindyParents
have other ways of getting in touch with sadness. You might try dwelling on painful memories,
writing or talking about them, or listing the wishes and dreams you’ve had to let go of. If you have



a box, book, or envelope of keepsakes and photographs, going over them and tearfully reliving
your experiences can help, too. When you are especially stressed, anxious, irritable, or
depressed, finding ways to express emotions can help you to release tension. Although doing
this is painful, you may discover that it helps you to get through a tough day or week more
easily.While some parents immerse themselves in grief, others bury themselves in work,
parenting, or other activities. But avoidance can produce quite a different outcome than
immersion. Parents who give themselves time and permission to grieve deeply are more likely to
feel they are on the road to coping and healing. Those who hold back may eventually recognize
that their lives continue to be compromised by the grief they have tried to avoid.If your baby is
experiencing a complicated hospital course or delays and impairments are being discovered,
you may feel that your hopes are being dashed over and over again. Sometimes parents feel as
if they are getting repeatedly sucker punched. This can be extremely stressful, and it adds to
your losses and your grief. Each time your grief is renewed, you have to return to the pit of
despair before you can climb out again. It’s either that or stay perched on a precarious ledge.
Neither one is easy, but at least the pit of despair is temporary.As you are immersed in your most
painful feelings in the pit of despair, you begin to grasp how truly vulnerable you are to the twists
and turns of fate. Feelings of fear are natural. Indeed, fear often underlies your most painful
feelings, including anger, guilt, anxiety, failure, and depression. Many people find it easier to get
mad, blame themselves, run around in a panic, or withdraw than to face feelings of vulnerability
and fear.Professional CounselingIf I could relive that time, there are things I would do differently.
Besides being more assertive with the hospital staff, I would have sought help for myself. I
believe I could have served Molly better if I had had a grip on my feelings. —ReneeMany parents
benefit both from individual counseling and from attending a parent support group. A support
group can help you feel less isolated, give you opportunities to develop supportive friendships,
and offer hope for the future as you observe how others have managed. Individual counseling
has the added benefit of letting you air your feelings at greater length and helping you work
through other personal issues that may be affecting your adjustment. One mother talks about her
need for help:Some things are too big to work out on my own. ... Is it uncommon to feel this way,
to realize that years later, there’s all this “stuff” that’s still there, still unresolved? When does it
end? ... How many more layers of pain are there? Why is it that James has come out of this so
much more whole than me? I’m sure that I was normal once. Now I wonder if I ever will be again.
—LeanneIf you have overwhelming feelings of anxiety, fear, guilt, anger, or depression,
professional counseling can give you the extra support you deserve. Family therapy can benefit
your other children and your relationship with your partner. You may feel the need for counseling
at any time, even years later, and at more than one point along your journey, particularly when
you encounter situations that spark your grief anew.All of your feelings and behaviors may be a
natural part of grief and a normal response to trauma. Even so, you are entitled to profes-sional
support to help you get through it all. Also remember that it is normal for this kind of crisis to
push you to examine coping techniques that may have worked well enough in the past, but that



may now be causing you additional pain and getting in the way of your ability to grieve and heal.
Your old ways may no longer work. This crisis is too big for you to blunder, muscle, or sidestep
your way through it. Your baby’s preterm birth can act as a catalyst for growth by compelling you
to adopt healthier ways of dealing with crises and emotions. A skilled therapist can support you
through this process of change and adaptation.Kris talks about the benefits of counseling and
about how she and her husband turned their baby’s prematurity into an opportunity for
growth:The stress of Lars’s early birth and ongoing issues has brought new issues as well as
preexisting things to the front. It’s easy to blame problems on our situation, but recognizing that
many of the things that are driving us crazy are old patterns has been very illuminating for us.
And my husband, especially, is now dealing with issues like letting fear dominate his life, mild
depression, and anger management that have been with him for a long time but that he has
been able to deny in the past. I really feel that our relationship has been strengthened and
deepened by our experiences with prematurity—not that I would recommend it [as the way to go
about it]. —KrisYou may benefit from seeing a counselor if any one of the following is true:• You
think it might help.• You are worried about any of your feelings or behaviors.• You feel “stuck.”•
You feel prolonged numbness or detachment.• You feel extremely anxious or obsessive.• You
feel a visceral terror at times.• You consider committing suicide. This is a medical emergency.
Seek help immediately.• You feel unable to function or cope.• You have trouble getting out of bed
or starting your day.• You are often unable to advocate for your baby, in the NICU or beyond.•
You fear you might not be able to take care of yourself or your baby.• You don’t feel connected to
your baby.• You find little joy in other parts of your life even after some time has passed.• Your
relationships are deteriorating.• You feel a parent support group isn’t “quite enough.”• You want
someone outside your circle of friends and family who can listen, understand, and support
you.Some people hesitate to enter counseling for fear they will never stop needing it. For many
people, getting into therapy implies weakness, mental illness, or character flaws. Actually, the
reverse is true. Recognizing the need for counseling indicates personal strength, health, and
courage because being successful in therapy means facing your feelings and problems and
gaining trust in yourself. Therapy also implies a commitment to your children and your partner:
those relationships will thrive as you become healthier emotionally. Therapy can help you to:•
Feel and express a wide range of emotions• Understand your reactions• Learn new ways of
coping• Acquire more skills for working through problems• Feel nurtured and understood in a
deep and complete way by a skilled listener• Feel better about yourself, more aware of your
strengths, competence, flexibility, and resilienceUltimately, through the process of therapy you
gain the ability to help yourself. When you stop going regularly, your counselor can remain
available for occasional consultation if the need arises.At the very least, a supportive counselor
can help you express and cope with your feelings of loss and regret. Counseling can help you
face and manage those worries and concerns that you feel uncomfortable discussing with
others. With that special support, you will find it easier to come to terms with your baby’s
premature birth and its conse-quences. Even just a couple of visits with a counselor might give



you reassurance and the boost you need. You might also want to explore other emotionally
healing avenues, such as art therapy, yoga, medita-tion, journaling, acupuncture, homeopathy,
naturopathy, and massage.If you decide to try counseling, look for a licensed professional who
understands your needs and the grief and trauma of having a premature baby. A reputable
counselor can be a psychologist, a clinical social worker, a psychiatrist, a psychiatric nurse, or a
member of the clergy. To locate specialists in your area, contact professional organizations or
check the Yellow Pages listings under “Psychologist,” “Psychiatrist,” “Social Worker,” “Counselor,”
or “Mental Health Services.” Recommendations from people you know can be the most valuable
way to find the best therapist for you. You might ask• Other parents of preemies• Your doctor or
midwife• Parent support-group facilitators• The social worker or psychological support services
at your local hospital• Your NICU social worker• Your community mental health clinic• Your place
of worship• The local college, university, or medical school counseling center• A family services
agency• Your child’s physical or rehabilitative therapists, pediatrician, or schoolIf cost is a
concern, community and university mental health clinics operate on sliding fee scales, so you
pay what you can afford. Many private counselors will negotiate their fees. Most health insurance
or employee assistance programs will pay some or all of the cost. Tell yourself that you are worth
it and that your children will benefit from your improved responsiveness.I didn’t start to feel really
depressed until past James’s first birthday. Those first twelve months I was too busy to feel
anything. I had friends ask me the old “How do you do it?” question time and time again, and I’d
just smile and shrug and keep on going and going and going and going. Back then I didn’t stop.
My coping skills, which seemed admirable at the time to friends and family, were in reality almost
nil. (My way of coping with stressful situations has been to avoid thinking about them—and then
eventually they go away. Or pretending that everything was fine and not confronting my feelings,
turning everything inward and hiding it all.) So, I wasn’t coping, but I was moving so damn fast
that no one realized that I was avoiding the whole thing. Everyone raved at how well I was doing.
I have great masks and have many and varied versions for every occasion. It was like I had a
split personality: the outside me walked the walk and talked the talk, and the inside me cried the
whole time and no one really heard.Then I became pregnant with Hannah, and I was bedridden
for the last eight to ten weeks of my pregnancy. I had to STOP, and I had time to THINK, and the
past two and a half years came crashing down on top of me. About six months after Hannah’s
birth, I became suicidal and had horrible nightmares and daydreams and thoughts. I eventually
felt that I was tumbling down a deep, dark hole and the rope that connected me to the daylight
was quickly running out, so I rang a help line and got counseling very quickly. When it became
obvious to me that counseling alone wasn’t helping, I told my psychologist that we needed to be
more aggressive, and I started taking antidepressants.Two weeks after starting on them, my
world went from black and white to color. About six months later I found this Internet list
[Preemie-L] and the colors became more vivid, and I decided finally that living was a great
thing.There are plenty of reasons why you feel the way you do, hundreds and thousands of
them. But don’t wait to get help. There is no reason that you should get to the point where I was.



You are a person worthy of help, and you deserve the best help that you can find. —LeanneIf you
are ever so distressed that you find yourself making plans to commit suicide, THIS IS A
MEDICAL EMERGENCY. Call a friend to help you. Or call your doctor, go to the emergency
room of your local hospital, call a twenty-four-hour crisis number (look in the Yellow Pages under
“Mental Health Services” or “Hospitals”), or dial your local emergency assistance number (911 in
most areas). It is essential for you to get the care you need immediately.JournalingJournaling is
simply writing down your thoughts, feelings, and observations. It is a key coping mechanism that
has many benefits.• Putting your emotional experiences on paper helps you to identify and
express your deepest feelings and frees you from the burden of holding them inside.• If you are
having trouble sleeping, writing can help you unload the thoughts and fears that are incessantly
circling in your mind.• Jotting down your observations can help you formulate your questions.•
Recording answers and insights enables you to absorb and keep track of them.• Listing your
hopes can make them seem more real.• Chronicling your baby’s development can help you
recognize your baby’s progress.• Writing also helps you make sense of what you’re going
through. You can zero in on your pain, put your feelings into perspective, and discover solutions.
Reading your journal is a way to acknowledge what you’ve been through and to affirm your love
for your child. Your dated entries can provide reassuring evidence of your own healing.• In your
journal, you can include poems, sketches, and important mementos. You can also write “letters”
to your rude neighbor, a kind stranger, your doctor, the hospital administrator, Mother Nature,
God, fate. These letters aren’t to be sent. Writing them is simply your opportunity to vent,
especially angry feelings. Particularly if you have regrets, write a letter to your baby. Then if you
wish, imagine or write your baby’s reply.• For some people, participation in an online Listserv
feels like a form of journaling, but with the benefit of getting supportive responses.
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princesskitten, “must read for preemie parents. I just started this book and its already helped me
so much. Dont hesitate to get this book. I have a beautiful 9 week old little nicu grad and this
book has not only made me feel less alone in being a preemie but is helping me work through
alot of my feelings and helping me find a way to finally be open about my experience. My labor
and birth were extremely traumatic and to have your baby ripped away from you is unnatural and
it breaks a part of you. We were very blessed with a relatively short nicu stay (less than two
weeks) nut every second of it was hell. This book helps with that. I now can see what I need to
work on and this book has taught me its okay to cry about it. Having a preemie being in the nicu
trusting your little helpless baby with is incredibly traumatic and you do have to grieve for the
loss of control. The dream. The ideal birth. Get this book! And welcome to the nicu parent
club...nobody understands the struggles but us. P.s. youtube the nicu song on YouTube. Its a
sweet preemie nicu song”

Kaia, “Helpful with the "rollercoaster of emotions". I bought a copy of this book after finding it in
the hospital's library and using it during the NICU stay. If you are looking for medical information
about your baby, this is not the book for you. However, I found that this book was great in helping
me understand the emotions that I was going through. It was very comforting to me to read
quotes by parents who were thinking and/or feeling the sames things that I was. My baby has
been home for several months and I still find myself picking up this book.”

Bernadette D., “Good therapy. This book was very helpful to me and my husband. We had a long
NICU stay of 9 weeks and felt like we were the only ones in the unit who wasn't in and out. This
book caters to people like us who had to deal with the on-going, never-ending days of
procedures, tests, emotional ups and downs, and disappointments. I was really able to prepare
myself for discharge with the chapters about homecoming. The best part of this book was that
we didn't feel so alone.”

Emily S., “Favorite Book on Parenting Preemies. Our preemie, like many preemies, came at
complete surprise. It was a shock. During our long stay at the hospital, the family resource
center had a few copies of this book and we borrowed one copy to read by our son's isolette. A
brilliant book: organized well so you can go back and reference sections, covers everything you
can think of -- from birth to beyond, and includes a wonderful range of perspectives from other
parents. Plus it's written really well: not too technical, not too ambiguous, and the tone is so soft
and compassionate without being sappy.”

Susan L. Blumberg, “what you need to know when you bring your preemie home. This is an
excellent book, with information on the everything you could possibly ask about caring for your
preemie, even if it weighs more than my preemie did at birth! Drs. Stein and Davis have spent



hours interviewing families of preemies and the real-life illustrations are wonderful ways to make
our issues seem real and manageable!”

N. Ross, “Invaluable resource!. This book is a must-have for parents of preemies. Our daughter
was born at 27 weeks and spent 3 months in the NICU and we read lots of practical books on
procedures, tests, complications and terms...this book spoke to the REST of the experience. It
addresses everything emotional and helps parents and caregivers categorize their feelings and
know that there are others with those.  I would highly recommend it!!”

Nancy D. Wilson, “parenting your premature baby. This book has been extremely helpful to a
friend's newborn premature baby, after 6 wks. now weighs 2 lbs.”

RJC, “An essential resource. As a clinical psychologist working in a NICU I have found no better
book. An essential resource for parents and health professionals.”

D Smith, “Five Stars. Very good condition, thank you!”

Lavinia Waterhouse, “Very helpful book during a tough time. Our baby boy was born at 29 weeks
plus 2 days. I had read all the regular baby books and realised that they didn't really apply to
preemies. I needed a different perspective. I found this book and "Preemies - The Essential
Guide for Parents of Premature Babies" by Dana Linden, Emma Paroli and Mia Doron, the most
helpful. This book shares stories from other preemie parents and advise on how to cope with
various aspects of preemie life. It's a big book but you don't have to read the chapters in
sequence. I just chose whatever was relevant to me at the time and read that section. It really
helped me make sense of my feelings. The other Preemie books were more about
understanding the medical and physical side. This book deals with the complex emotions that
preemie parents experience. I recommend it if you or a friend are having or have a preemie baby/
babies with complications. It will help you know that you are not alone.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Invaluable for parents and HCPs. I was recommended this book by
another parent and found it invaluable in normalising my emotions. Staff sometimes made me
feel that my responses were over the top, but this book validated everything we had gone
through and was priceless at helping me regain my perspective, vis a vis other parents who have
travelled the same path. It's also a useful resource long after your baby has left SCBU, and I go
back and back to it for reassurance.For HCPs who support parents, this book should help them
to get inside the heart of the journey and increase their compassion and understanding at a less
clinical level.”

The book by Deborah L. Davis has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 28 people have provided feedback.
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